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This thesis presents a general model of access control. It uses a simple notion of an
access permission token, which gives permission to reference an associated object.
Sets of permission tokens are used to model the maximum reach of an object, and
reasoning about access to groups of objects. Links between sets are used to model
propagation. Restricting access to an object is important for example when dealing
with aliasing, multiple references to a single object.
Aliasing is ubiquitous in object-oriented programming, and while practical and even
necessary for many purposes, it is also a common source of errors. Since an aliased
object may change at any time without notice to the other holders of references to
that object, one can generally not guarantee that the state observed through a
reference will be the same the next time it is observed.
Many techniques for alias control, such as uniqueness and ownership types, have been
proposed and implemented to limit and prevent the problems potentially caused by
aliasing. However, they are often formulated in very specific settings, making formal
comparison between different techniques difficult. This thesis presents a general
framework that allows several common alias management policies to be implemented
using the same mechanisms, allowing for easy comparison and unification of existing
systems, as well as reasoning about new systems.
The framework is formally implemented as LAPS, a small object-oriented language
that uses access permission sets to express the aliasing policies of a program. Alias
management concepts from several existing languages are translated into LAPS,
showing how it can be used as a common platform for reasoning about access control
properties of different systems.
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Sammanfattning
Programmering handlar om att instruera en dator att utföra beräkningar och
hantera data. Ett datorprograms uppgift kan till exempel vara att hantera
personuppgifter i en databas, analysera mätdata från en vädersatellit eller styra
en robotarm. För att skriva program används något programmeringsspråk
som sedan översätts till instruktioner som datorn kan följa. Det finns många
olika programmeringsspråk, och de använder sig av olika sätt att uttrycka
beräkningarna som datorn ska utföra.
I objektorienterade programmeringsspråk (till exempel Java) uttrycker man
beräkningar med hjälp av objekt. Ett objekt består av en samling data, kallad
objektets attribut (eng. fields), och metoder (eng. methods) som hanterar dessa
data. Objekt används ofta för att representera någonting som existerar utanför
datorprogrammet, och objektens attribut och metoder beror på vad programmet
har för uppgift. Ett program som till exempel hanterar ett personregister skulle
kunna innehålla ett objekt per person, där attributen är personens namn och
personnummer. Ett program som hanterar en telefonkatalog skulle också kunna
innehålla personobjekt, fast då med attributen namn och telefonnummer istället.
Ett objekts attribut kan i sin tur vara referenser till andra objekt. Ett objekt
som representerar en telefonbok kan till exempel bestå av en lista av referenser
till personobjekt. Ett sådant telefonboksobjekt skulle då kunna ha metoder för
att slå upp telefonnumret till en person med ett visst namn, eller skapa en lista
av alla personer (alltså personobjekt) som delar ett visst telefonnummer.
En viktig egenskap hos objektorienterade program är att ett och samma objekt
kan vara attribut till flera andra objekt. I ett program som till exempel hanterar
släktträd kan ett personobjekt vara attributen “mor”, “dotter” och “syster” hos
tre olika objekt. Det här fenomenet, att ett objekt refereras från flera olika
ställen i ett program, kallas för aliasering (eng. aliasing). Ordet kommer av att
samma objekt har flera olika alias, till exempel “Brittas dotter” och “Saras mor”.
Aliasering är praktiskt eftersom det gör att man slipper upprepa samma data på
flera ställen. Man behöver inte lagra att “Brittas dotter” heter Karin, och att
“Saras mor” heter Karin. Eftersom det är (ett alias för) samma objekt lagrar
man bara namnet en gång i personobjektet. Om “Brittas dotter” byter adress
(alltså om personobjektets adressattribut ändras) behöver man inte också ändra
adressen för “Saras mor” eftersom det är (ett alias för) samma objekt.
Aliasering kan dock innebära svårigheter när man resonerar om program. Som
ett exempel föreställer vi oss ett program som hanterar bilar. Ett bilobjekt

har fyra attribut som refererar bilens fyra hjul(objekt) och ett attribut som
refererar bilens motor(objekt). I verkligheten kan en motor förstås inte tillhöra
mer än en bil, men i ett program finns det i allmänhet inget som hindrar att ett
objekt har referenser till sig från två olika objekt. För att programmet ska ha
ett vettigt beteende får inte samma hjul- eller motorobjekt vara attribut för två
olika bilobjekt.
De flesta programmeringsspråk erbjuder ingen möjlighet att garantera att skadlig
aliasering inte förekommer, utan det är upp till programmeraren att själv se till
att programmet gör rätt. Om programmeraren råkar slarva så att två olika bilar
refererar samma motorobjekt skulle det innebära att båda bilarna startade om
man satte igång en av dem, något som man förmodligen inte anser är korrekt
beteende hos programmet.
Det finns flera förslag för hur man skulle kunna utöka objektorienterade språk
för att erbjuda möjligheter att specificera vilken aliasering som är tillåten och
inte, för att på så sätt kunna hjälpa programmeren att undvika misstag. Ett
föreslaget verktyg är att låta programmeraren ange att vissa objekt inte får ha
mer än en referens till sig (man talar om unika referenser, eng unique references).
Man skulle till exempel kunna skriva programmet så att ett motorobjekt bara
får refereras från en plats, och på så sätt garantera att ingen motor tillhör två
olika bilar samtidigt.
Ett annat förslag är att kunna ange att vissa objekt ägs av andra objekt (man
talar om ägarskap, eng. ownership). Ett objekt får då bara referera de objekt
som det själv äger, samt objekten som delar samma ägare som objektet självt.
En bil skulle då kunna äga sina hjul, så att inga andra bilar (eller andra externa
objekt) får referera dem. Det är dock fortfarande tillåtet för hjulen att referera
varandra, till exempel om ett hjul behöver kunna referera hjulet som sitter på
samma hjulaxel.
När man utvärderar förslag som dessa på en formell nivå brukar man konstruera
en matematisk modell som representerar ett körande program (till exempel vilka
objekt som finns och vilka attribut de har), och ett programmeringsspråk som
manipulerar den här modellen. Man kan sedan bevisa att programmeringsspråket
besitter vissa egenskaper givet sin modell, till exempel möjligheten att garantera
att vissa referenser inte förekommer.
Ett problem är dock att det ofta är svårt att jämföra olika formella system på
en teoretisk nivå när modellernas grundläggande byggstenar är för olika. Även
om det finns en slags intuitiv likhet mellan till exempel unika referenser och
ägarskap (eftersom de båda begränsar åtkomsten till objekt), så blir det ändå
som att jämföra teoretiska äpplen och päron när man arbetar på en formell nivå.
Den här rapporten presenterar en modell som kan användas för att på ett
generellt sätt uttrycka hur objekt i ett objektorienterat system får referera
varandra. Modellen definierar konstruktioner som gör det möjligt att uppnå
samma egenskaper som system som använder till exempel unika referenser och
ägarskap, utan att använda sig av byggstenarna som är specifika för just de
systemen. Resultatet är ett teoretiskt verktyg som kan användas för att på ett
enhetligt sätt jämföra och resonera kring nya och existerande tekniker för att
hantera och begränsa aliasering, även om dessa tekniker från början är byggda
på olika principer.

Grundtanken med modellen är att varje objekt har en tillhörande “åtkomstpollett” (eng. permission token), och att man måste ha tillgång till ett objekts
åtkomstpollett för för att få referera det i sina attribut. Polletterna samlas i så
kallade “åtkomstmängder” (eng. permission sets), och varje objekt får tillgång
till en eller flera av dessa mängder (och alla polletter däri). Vilka poletter ett
objekt har tillgång till bestämmer alltså vilka andra objekt det får referera. Två
åtkomstmängder kan också vara länkade, så att ett objekt med åtkomst till
den första mängden också får tillgång till polletterna i den andra. Länkning
gör det möjligt att på ett enkelt sätt föra resonemang som “det här objektet
har (åtminstone) tillåtelse att referera samma mängd objekt som det här andra
objektet”.
I vårt bilexempel skulle man kunna uppnå samma effekt som ägarskap genom
att låta varje bilobjekt få tillgång till en egen åtkomstmängd innehållandes
åtkomstpolletterna för de fyra hjulobjekten. De fyra hjulobjekten skulle då
också få tillgång till samma åtkomstmängd för att ge dem tillstånd att referera
varandra. Unika referenser kan uttryckas genom att åtkomstpolletten för varje
motorobjekt lagras i en åtkomstmängd som bara själva bilobjektet får tillgång till.
I båda fallen skyddas hjul- och motorobjekten från skadlig aliasering, eftersom
inget bilobjekt får tillgång ett annat bilobjekts åtkomstmängder (och därmed
åtkomstpolletterna för de skyddade objekten).
I rapporten implementeras modellen formellt tillsammans med ett programmeringsspråk som heter LAPS. LAPS är inte avsett att användas av programmerare
för att skriva program, utan fungerar istället som ett formellt målspråk till vilket
man kan översätta andra programmeringsspråk, för att sedan kunna resonera
om deras egenskaper i termer av åtkomstmängder och -polletter. Rapporten
visar också hur dessa översättningar går till i praktiken.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

The Big Picture

Object-oriented programming is the practice of using objects to express and
perform calculations. An object can be seen as a collection of data and a number
of methods that handle and modify this data. A key feature of object-oriented
programming is that objects carry their own state. The results and side-effects
of a method call depend on the arguments of the method and the state of the
object that contains the method (and possibly also on some globally accessible
state). Calling a method on an object may alter the state of the object, making
the changes visible in the next method call.
The data of each object are commonly stored as references to other objects (or
language specific primitives) and are called the fields or instance variables of
the object. The heap of an object-oriented system can be seen as a directed
graph where the nodes are objects and the edges are references between objects
(Figure 1.1). References are generally the only means of accessing an object
within a program. An object that is not reachable via references is garbage,
since its data and methods are unreachable.
Whenever there is more than one reference to an object, the object is aliased, and
the state of that object can be read and modified through any of these references.
Even if no modifying methods are called through a reference, the observed state
of the referenced object can change through other references that share the same
object. The aliases can reside within the same object or in different objects. The
aliased object itself might even contribute to the aliasing by referencing itself
(e.g. this in Java or self in Python).
Aliasing is not something inherently bad since it allows different parts of a
program to share data. For example, simple data structures such as doubly
linked lists rely on aliasing to work, since every node (except the first and last) is
the next-link of one node and the prev-link of another. However, aliasing can be
a source of hard-to-spot errors and can present problems when trying to reason
about the behavior of a program. Proving for example that one variable retains
1
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Figure 1.1: The heap of an object-oriented system. Each node is an object and
each arrow is a reference from one object to another. There is an arrow from A
to B iff B is referenced in the fields of A. Mutual references are drawn here as
double arrows. Any object with more than one arrow to it is aliased.

its value when changing another variable can even be impossible without taking
into account the information on possible aliasing occurring in the program.
Many proposals for controlling and preventing aliasing exist. For example,
uniqueness types [2,4,8,9] allow the programmer to specify that no more than one
reference to a certain object may exist at any time. Ownership types [3,8,9,10,17]
introduce a notion of objects owning other objects, disallowing certain references
to objects that are not owned by the referencing object (these two techniques
will be presented in more detail in Chapter 2). Techniques like these are often
described formally using operational or denotational semantics to facilitate
reasoning about their properties and prove their soundness. While such tailored
systems work well to explore each individual system, comparing different systems
in a formal manner is hard since the systems may use different means of expressing
common properties.
This thesis aims to produce a unifying meta-theoretical framework, in which
systems that deal with different forms of alias management can be expressed and
compared formally. The goal is to find a small set of simple mechanisms that
allow the enforcing of arbitrary access permission policies. These mechanisms
could be used as fundamental building blocks for describing existing systems as
well as for reasoning about new systems. The mechanisms should be detailed
enough to allow fine-grained control of what individual objects are allowed to
access, but at the same time allow for simple reasoning about the allowed access
of groups of objects without having to repeat the same information explicitly for
each object.
The framework is not a proposal for how languages should be constructed, but
rather a theoretical tool to facilitate understanding and reasoning about both new
and existing systems. The sought for fundamental mechanisms provide a common
“vocabulary” that allows easy comparison of different systems. Searching for
primitives is also important for the understanding of the general principles of
2
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1.2. CONTRIBUTION

access control. By translating the policies of, for example, uniqueness types and
ownership types into the language of the framework, similarities and differences
between the two techniques should be clearly visible and expressible. Ideally,
the framework should also present opportunities for simplifying existing complex
systems and even unifying similar systems.

1.2

Contribution

The main contributions of this thesis are
• Developing a framework for expressing and investigating access control,
built on a novel notion of linked access permission sets.
• Showing that access permission sets can easily be used as the main mechanism when modeling several alias management techniques.
• The formalisation of the above-mentioned framework as LAPS, a small
object-oriented language. The language is proved to never get stuck
(Progress), that objects only access objects within their given permissions
(Permission Invariant) and finally that permissions do not affect the control
flow of a program and could therefore be removed if a program can be
statically proven to respect them. This means that LAPS can be used to
dynamically check that programs written in other languages abide by some
defined aliasing restrictions.
• Showing how alias management constructs from existing languages can be
translated into LAPS.
Access permission sets are easy to understand, and present an intuitive method
for reasoning about what an object may and may not access. They allow finegrained access control of single objects as well as control of groups of objects, and
can be used to model many different alias control techniques. LAPS provides
a formal platform for reasoning about access permission sets, and can act as a
common language for formal comparison of different systems.

1.3

Outline

After this introduction, Chapter 2 gives background on aliasing, presents techniques for controlling aliasing and discusses work similar to what this thesis
presents. Chapter 3 introduces a model for general access control and gives an
informal explanation of how different alias control techniques can be expressed in
that system. Chapter 4 presents the syntax and small-step semantics of LAPS,
a small object-oriented language that can be used to implement this general
model.
Chapter 5 shows how LAPS can be applied to translate existing systems into
a common language. Chapter 6 discusses the usefulness and limitations of the
framework and presents an evaluation of the methods used in the making of this
thesis. Chapter 7 concludes.

3
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Chapter 2

Background
2.1

Object Encapsulation and Aliasing

Encapsulation is an important concept. It is a vital tool for abstraction, information hiding and for decreasing dependencies between modules in a system,
which in turn leads to more maintainable programs. It is also important for
formal methods since it aids in modular and local reasoning about programs and
languages. However, few mainstream languages offer support for expressing or
guaranteeing encapsulation, and it is often left to the programmer to make sure
that the representation of, for example, an abstract data type stays hidden from
the rest of the program.
Object-oriented programming is sometimes said to be sold partly on the promise
of providing encapsulation [11]. The state of an object depends on its fields,
and by limiting the visibility of these fields, the idea is that an object can hide
its representation from the outside world. However, visibility control of ones
fields is not enough to preserve encapsulation since the methods of an object
can still expose its state. Also, since the fields of an object hold (references to)
objects themselves, the state of an object is really the combined states of the
entire transitive closure of the objects reachable from its fields.
The cause of broken object encapsulation (or leaking representation) is always
aliasing. If an object holds a reference into the representation of another object,
that representation is no longer encapsulated. An object is trivially aliased if
two different references to it exist. However, if one sees the state of an object as
the state of all the objects reachable from the object, two objects can have parts
of their states aliased if they can both reach the same object (transitively) from
their fields [11]. Calling a method on the first object may alter the state of the
shared object, effectively altering the state of the second object even though it
was never involved in the method call.
Aliasing caused by assigning a stack variable is called dynamic aliasing. It is
temporary in the sense that the aliasing ceases when exiting the scope of the
variable. When fields are assigned, the aliasing is static and persistent. It will
5
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be present even when leaving the scope of a method call, and will cease only
when reassigning or removing the references to the aliased object.
As an example of the subtle errors that aliasing can cause, consider this piece of
code written in Objective-C:
- (void)setFoo:(BarType *)value
{
[foo release]; // <-- original value is released
foo = [value retain];
}
Objective-C is a language with manual reference counting. The method release
decrements the reference count, while retain increments it. When the reference
count reaches zero, the object is de-allocated. In the above example, the method
setFoo accepts an argument value, decrements the reference count of the object
that the variable foo points to and instead assigns foo the object pointed to by
value, at the same time incrementing the reference count of that object.
This method will work perfectly fine most of the time, but let us consider the
case where value and foo are aliases of the same object, and where the reference
count of that object is one when calling the method. The first line of the
method will decrement the reference count to zero, causing de-allocation of the
object. The second line will then attempt to increment the reference count of
the de-allocated object, which will result in undefined (and probably unwanted)
behavior.
This is only one example of how aliasing can introduce errors, but it clearly
shows that it is important for programmers to reason about aliasing to be able
to construct correct programs. While this example has a simple solution (namely
to first compare the addresses of value and foo, and do nothing if they are
aliases), the problems caused by (unintended) aliasing can be much more subtle.
For example, composition of objects is made inherently difficult due to aliasing.
As a concrete example, in a concurrent setting, reasoning about aliasing is key
to correct locking behavior and deadlock avoidance.

2.2

Techniques for Handling Aliasing in an ObjectOriented Setting

The Geneva Convention On The Treatment of Object Aliasing [11] categorises
four approaches to handling aliasing; alias detection, alias advertisement, alias
prevention and alias control. Alias detection means identifying (potential) alias
situations once they have occurred. This can be as simple as an if-statement
checking if two variables refer to the same object (x == y in Java) or require
complex interprocedural analysis.
Alias advertisement is about letting the programmer express the aliasing properties of parts of a program. An argument to a method could for example be
annotated uncaptured to express that the object referred to by that argument
may not be aliased in a way that allows further modification after the return
6
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of that method call. Neither alias detection nor alias advertisement will be the
focus of this thesis. Note also that none of the presented techniques are available
in mainstream object-oriented languages at the time of writing.

2.2.1

Alias Prevention

Alias prevention techniques involve constructs that disallow aliasing of certain
objects, preferably in a statically checkable way [11]. Alias prevention is useful
for situations where aliasing is not necessary for a part of a program to work
or where aliasing is known to possibly cause problems. It can also be used to
express encapsulation properties of objects. For example, by preventing any
aliasing of the internal representation of a data structure, the representation is
guaranteed not to leak.

Uniqueness Types
An example of alias prevention is the use of uniqueness types [2, 4, 8, 9]. The
general idea of uniqueness is that a variable that is annotated unique (in its type)
contains the only existing reference to an object in the system [2, 8]. If an object
has a unique reference to it, the object is unshared [4]. Guarantees of uniqueness
are practical not only for the programmer, but also for compilers and runtime
environments. For example, an unshared object can be safely reclaimed by a
garbage collector once the reference is destroyed or changed. In a multi-threaded
setting, there can be no races for unshared data since only one thread at a time
can hold a reference to the object. Mutual locks can therefore be safely omitted.
To maintain uniqueness, a unique variable must be given another value when
read so that no two references to the same object ever exist. The read variable
could for example be nullified (destructively read) [6, 8], or atomically swap
its value with the variable to be assigned (if that is also a unique variable)
[4, 6]. Similarly, passing a unique variable to a method is only allowed if the
method does not capture the reference before returning. In these situations, a
system using uniqueness types can also benefit from alias advertising (such as
uncaptured) [2, 4].
An alternative solution when operating on unique variables is the concept of
borrowing [8]. A syntactic construct like
borrow x as y {s}
has the meaning that the non-unique variable y is given the value of the unique
variable x during the scope of s. While executing s, x can be set to null to
avoid violating the uniqueness property of x (recall that uniqueness is a property
of the reference, not the object). At the end of s, the contents of y is written
back to x, and y (and any aliases of it created in s) is set to null. This way, the
programmer can allow temporary aliasing of an object in a controlled fashion [8].
7
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world

A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 2.1: Objects in a system using ownership types. Each circle is an object
and each box denotes what an object owns. Here, A owns C and D, B owns E,
and C owns F . A and B are owned by the top-level owner world. Each arrow
is a potential reference from one object to another (note that every possible
reference is not shown). Disallowed references are crossed out. It is okay for an
object to reference outwards when in a nested box; a reference from an object
may pass the bounds of a box from the inside but not from the outside.

Ownership Types
In ownership types [3, 8, 9, 10, 17] every object can act as the owner of other
objects, and every object has an owner (specified in its type). An object A may
only reference another object B if A owns B, or if A is transitively owned by
the owner of B. This means that an object may reference all objects owned
by its owner (its siblings), its owner’s owner and so on, as well as the objects
it owns itself [8]. The “top-level” objects are owned by a special owner, often
called world [3, 8] (active in [9]). world is not an object, and does therefore not
need an owner itself.
One common graphical representation of ownership types is splitting the heap
into boxes (see Figure 2.1), where a box surrounds the objects owned by another
object [8, 9]. The whole heap then resides within the box world. With this
intuition, a reference from an object may intersect the bound of a box from the
inside, but not from the outside. Nested objects may thus reference outwards in
the ownership hierarchy, but an object may not reference an object that resides
in a different box.
Ownership types provide simple means of strong encapsulation. By letting an
object own its representation, the type system guarantees that it is impossible for
an outside object to get hold of a reference into the representation. Attempting
to create such a reference gives an error at compile time. No information
on ownership needs to be kept at run-time [10]. The owner of an object is
8
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(traditionally) fixed for the entire lifetime of that object. Ownership transfer is
troublesome since aliasing could cause situations where an object would appear
to have different owners depending on the context [17].
It is sometimes argued that the encapsulation properties of ownership types are
too strict and that it fails to allow some common design patterns [1, 3, 13]. For
example, consider a list object that owns all of its node objects, and suppose
one would like to create an iterator object that is able to traverse the list. The
iterator can either be a sibling to the list object (i.e. share the same owner) or
be owned by the list object itself. In the first case, the owner of the list can
use the iterator, but there is no way for the iterator to access the nodes since
they are protected by being owned by the list object. In the second case the
iterator can reference the nodes, but it is unreachable from outside of the list
object since the list is the owner. Either way, the iterator is unusable.
Several fixes to this problem have been proposed. One proposal is to give instances
of inner classes (nested classes) permission to access the data of instances of
the enclosing class [3]. In such a system, an iterator that is an inner class of
the list class could access the list nodes while having an owner that is not the
list object. Other approaches allow objects to hold read-only references into the
representation of an object, reserving the permission to modify data to the owner.
This would allow external iterators to read the nodes of a list object without
the risk of compromising the internal integrity of the data structure through
modification. This view of ownership is sometimes called owners-as-modifiers [14]
(also, see Universes under section 2.2.2).
External Uniqueness
A variant of ownership types that also incorporates some elements from uniqueness types is external uniqueness [8, 9, 17]. An object that is externally unique
has at most one reference to it from the outside. Its internal objects (the objects
transitively owned by the object) may however reference the externally unique
object arbitrarily. This allows whole modules to be handled uniquely, while still
allowing aliasing inside the module (see Figure 2.2).
Another benefit of external uniqueness is that it makes ownership transfer
possible. Since an externally unique object has no aliases (by virtue of being
unique), it can be transferred from one owner to another simply by nullifying (or
changing) the old reference when assigning the new one. Caution must be taken
however that no outgoing references from the externally unique object violate the
ownership invariants when the transfer is made. This can be avoided for example
by always moving the object inwards in the ownership nesting hierarchy, or by
specifying a movement bound that limits how far out an externally unique object
can be transferred (and subsequently which outgoing references are allowed from
it) [8].

2.2.2

Alias Control

Alias control techniques are used to limit the damage potentially caused by
aliasing [11]. It can for example mean restricting what kind of operations are
9
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world
U
A

U
B

C

D
E

Figure 2.2: Objects in a system using external uniqueness. Circles are objects,
boxes show ownership, arrows are references. Externally unique references are
marked with a U . Here, A owns B, C and D, and B owns E. Disallowed
references are crossed out. The externally unique objects can have at most
one reference to them from outside of their representation. Internal aliasing
is however allowed, and internal objects may reference objects outside of the
representation. The ownership of B could not be transferred from A to world
because of E’s reference to D. It could however safely be transferred to C or D
by simply moving the unique reference.

allowed through a reference, or specifying a set of objects that are part of the
representation of an object (in order to reason about for example encapsulation
properties). It should also be noted that the line between alias prevention and
alias control is not always perfectly clear. Some techniques presented in this
thesis could really have been presented as examples of both categories.

Immutability and Read-only
One way to control the effects of aliasing is to disallow changes to objects through
certain references. One method is to separate references into regular references
and read-only references [6, 9]. A read-only reference may read fields and call
methods that are side-effect free (such methods are sometimes called functional
or pure), but not write to fields or call methods that alter the state of the object.
Read-only references can for example allow objects to read the internal representation of another object, without being allowed to modify the data. This partial
violation of encapsulation is called observational exposure [5]. In some cases,
aliasing is harmless if some of the aliases can only observe changes to an object.
On the other hand, observational exposure breaks abstraction since the internal
state of an object becomes part of its interface [5]. References that cannot even
observe change are sometimes called safe references [9].
10
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In some cases, it might also be interesting to declare an object immutable. Not
all literature agrees on notation, but here the term “immutable reference” will
mean a reference to an object that cannot be mutated [6]. The difference between
immutable and read-only references is that a read-only reference can still observe
change in the object it refers; there may exist aliases to the object that are not
declared read-only [9]. An immutable reference however refers to an object that
will never change; any aliases must also be immutable references.
On first glance, immutable references appear to have similarities to the keyword
final of Java. The difference is that a final reference is a reference that will
never change (but that can still observe change in an object), while an immutable
reference refers to an object that will never change. There are also similarities
to some uses of the keyword const of C and C++ (which can also be used the
same way as final), but since they are not type-safe languages, it only provides
possible opportunities for optimisations and does not offer any true guarantees
for the programmer.
If Java included immutability, a field or variable with the type modifier final
immutable would mean a non-re-assignable reference to an immutable object
(the object will never change). final read-only would denote a reference
that cannot be re-assigned, and through which the referenced object cannot
be changed (although writable aliases of the object may still exist). The combination immutable read-only would not make sense since immutable implies
read-only.

Universes
An idea that bears some similarities to ownership types, but that also adds the
element of alias control is the concept of universes, or universe types [13, 14].
Here each object has a corresponding universe that it is the owner of. Each
object also belongs to exactly one universe (notably not the one it owns itself).
Like the “top-level” owner world, there are universes that are not owned by
an object. The main idea is that the representation of an object should reside
within the universe that the object owns.
An object may freely reference another object if they both belong to the same
universe or if the first object owns the universe holding the second object. This
is similar to ownership types; an object can modify its own representation, and
siblings (objects in the same representation) can modify each other. Universe
types however also allow read-only references into a universe. It is allowed for any
object to observe the representation of any other object. Another difference from
ownership types is that read-only references are the only permitted references
out of a universe. An object in a representation may thus only observe outside
objects, never change them (See figure 2.3) [13].

2.3

Previous Work

This section presents some existing proposals for generalising alias management.
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A

C

B

D

E

Figure 2.3: Objects in a system using universe types. Each circle is an object and
each box is a universe. Here, A and B belong to the top-level universe, C and D
to the universe owned by A, and E to the universe owned by C. Full arrows are
normal references. Dashed arrows are read-only references. Disallowed references
are crossed out. An object is allowed to reference another object if they belong
to the same universe or if the first object owns the universe holding the second
one. Read-only references are the only allowed references into or out from a
universe (that is not owned by the referencing object).

2.3.1

Capabilities for Sharing

Notable inspiration for the work undertaken in this thesis is “Capabilities for
Sharing” by Boyland, Noble and Retert [6]. It identifies a number of reference
annotations used in literature and then shows how these properties can be
expressed using a small number of access rights (see Figure 2.4). It then presents
a language with a small step semantics using these access rights and proves
that evaluation of a program only gets stuck if the proper access rights of an
operation is missing, and that this is the only way access rights can affect the
control flow of a program.
The system uses capabilities. A capability is an address (like the value a pointer
or a reference would have) and a number of access rights that state what kind
of operations are allowed through the capability. The basic access rights are
read permission, which permits fields of the referenced object to be read, write
permission, which permits fields of the referenced object to be written, and
identity permission, which permits identity (or address) comparisons between
objects.
Each of these access rights also come in variants called exclusive rights, which
control the same operations but states that no other references has the corresponding access right. Exclusive write permission thus means that no other
reference has the ability to write to the referenced object. Note that holding an
12
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R
W
I

Read
Write
Identity

permits fields to be read
permits fields to be written
permits comparisons between addresses

R̄
W̄
Ī
O

Exclusive Read
Exclusive Write
Exclusive Identity
Ownership

no other capability has read access
no other capability has write access
no other capability has identity access
gives right to fully assert rights.

(a) Access rights for capabilities. Based on Figure 2 from [6]

unique

ORWIR̄W̄Ī

This is the only reference to this object

immutable

ORIW̄

No one can modify the referenced object

shared

ORWI

A normal reference

read-only

ORI

This reference can only be used for reading

uncaptured

RWI

This reference may not be stored in a field

(b) A selection of reference annotations, expressed using access rights. The properties
in the right-most column are guaranteed by asserting the rights in the center column.

Figure 2.4

exclusive right only denies other capabilities that right. It does not grant any
permissions for the holder. There is also a special access right called ownership
permission (not to be confused with concepts from ownership types) that gives
the right to fully assert access rights (see below).

Any capability can assert a subset of its rights, with the effect that it forces all
other capabilities of the same object (all aliases) to comply with those access
rights. If the capability for example asserts exclusive write permission, all
aliases are stripped of their write permission. If it asserts write permission, all
aliases are stripped of their exclusive write permissions. Holders of an ownership
permission are only affected by assertions made by capabilities also holding an
ownership permission. Capabilities lacking ownership permission are affected
by all assertions. The ownership permission can thus give the “last word” when
there are conflicting assertions.

When a new object is created, its first capability starts out holding all access
rights. Access rights can then only be removed, either via assertions or by
manually limiting the access rights of a capability. There is no way for a
capability to obtain an access right it does not hold. Assignment between two
variables simply copies the object and its access rights (which might be conflicting
before any assertions are made) to the new variable. [6]
13
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To illustrate the language, consider the following code-snippets:
1.

x:=new;

2.

limit x {ORWI}

3.

y:=x;

4.

limit y {ORI}

5.

z:=new;

6.
7.

x.f:=z;
u:=y.f;

// x is shared
// y is read-only

// Note that "y.f:=z" would be illegal

...
In this example we first create a new object and limit its capability x to the base
rights. We then copy the capability to y and turn it into a read-only reference
by removing its write permission. A new object is then created and stored in
the capability z on line 5, and the field f of x is assigned this object. This is
permitted, since x has permission to write to its fields. The same field is then
read via y (granted via the read permission) and stored in capability u, which at
the end is a copy of the capability z.
1.

x:=new;

2.

y:=x;

3.

limit x {ORIW̄}

4.

assert x {ORIW̄}

// x is immutable
// y is forced to comply

...
Here, we first create a new object together with the capability x and copy it to the
capability y. On line 3 we decide that x should be immutable, and by asserting
it on the next line, we strip y of its write permission and its exclusive read and
identity permissions (leaving it with the same access rights as x). Note that we
could just as well have asserted all of y’s access rights (which denote a unique
variable), leaving x practically useless with only the ownership permission.
1.

x:=new;

2.

y:=x;

// x is unique

3.

limit y {RWI}

// y is uncaptured

...
[Statements handling y]
...
n.

assert x {ORWIR̄W̄Ī}

// aliases are rendered useless

...
This final example shows the use of the ownership permission. Here we decide
that x should be the unique reference to its object. We do however allow it to
be borrowed and temporarily aliased by the uncaptured capability y as long as
the uniqueness is preserved after the borrowing. The assertion on row n strips
any aliases of x of all their access rights, rendering them useless. There is no
way for y, or any capability having copied y, to override the uniqueness of x
14
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since y does not have the ownership permission (recall that capabilities holding
the ownership permission are not affected by assertions made by capabilities not
holding the ownership permission).
While the language does not automatically give any access permission guarantees
(apart from stopping execution if a disallowed operation is performed), like
a language with for example built-in uniqueness or immutability would, an
important property is that it gives a way to dynamically enforce the invariants
of these reference annotations (via assertions). It also does so without assuming
anything about these invariants. The mechanisms are completely separated from
the policies that the language can enforce.
Another important property of the language is that the addresses stored in a
capability are never affected by the access rights of any capabilities. A program
that runs correctly with the access right information is guaranteed to run with the
same results without this information (specifically by removing all occurrences of
limit and assert) [6]. The language can be used to reason about the correctness
of another system without adding any extra run-time information.

2.3.2

Ownership Domains

Another contribution that is worth mentioning, although the focus is less general
than this thesis or Capabilities for Sharing mentioned above, is the paper
on Ownership Domains made by Aldrich and Chambers [1]. Their work is
a generalisation of ownership types that tries to separate the alias control
mechanisms from the policies they implement, as well as solve some of the
shortcomings of classical ownership types.
Instead of each object having a group of owned objects, each object can declare
a number of ownership domains. Each object belongs to exactly one domain. As
with normal ownership types, there is a “top-level” domain, called shared, that
does not belong to any object. Initially, an object can reference another object
if they are in the same domain or if the second object is in a domain declared by
the first object.
There are two ways in which the aliasing policy of an ownership domain can
be specified further. Firstly, a domain can be declared public. Someone with
permission to access an object also has permission to access the objects in its
public domains. Secondly, a domain can be linked to another domain. This gives
the objects in the first domain permission to access objects in the second domain.
It is important to note that linking is not transitive; having access to a domain
that is linked to another domain does not give access to the second domain [1].
This system can for example solve the previously mentioned problem with
implementing iterators in systems using ownership types. By letting a list
declare two domains links and iter, linking iter to links and declaring iter public,
an iterator object in the domain iter can access the links of the list (residing in
links), be accessible for use by external objects (by virtue of residing in a public
domain) and still not be allowed to leak references to the links outside of the list
object (see Figure 2.5).
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shared

List

iter

links

It

Figure 2.5: A list with an iterator in a system using ownership domains. Circles
are objects and dashed boxes are domains. The domain with a thinner dashed line
(iter) is public. The list object declares two domains, iter and links. Full arrows
are potential references, dashed-dotted arrows denote links between domains.
Disallowed references are crossed out. The links of the list are protected from
leaking and can reference objects in shared because of the link between the
domains. The iterator object It has access to the links but not to shared. It is
accessible from outside of the list since the domain it resides in is public.

Ownership domains are more general than classical ownership types since they
can be used to implement normal ownership (by letting each object declare one
domain and link it to all the domains it is nested in). Still they are also more
precise since they offer a more fine-grained control of the aliasing properties of
an object’s representation and interface. By introducing read-only references
to the system it should be possible to also explore a similar generalisation of
universe types.

2.3.3

Towards a Model of Encapsulation

Another attempt at formalising general encapsulation is Towards a Model of
Encapsulation, by Noble, Biddle, Tempero, Potanin and Clarke [15]. It focuses
on the object graph of a system and models encapsulation schemes by defining
an encapsulation function that partitions the object graph into subsets of objects,
depending on their role in an encapsulated component. The encapsulation
function takes some component identifier and returns a triple hB; I; Ri of disjoint
sets defining the boundary (B), the inside (I) and the external references (R) of
the component.
The boundary represents the interface that the component presents to the rest
of the system, while the inside contains the component’s encapsulated objects,
that may not be referenced from the outside. All objects of the component (B
and I) may reference each other, as well as the objects of the set of external
references (R). The objects that are not on the inside nor on the boundary
define the outside O of the component. The whole object graph is contained in
16
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I

R

Figure 2.6: An encapsulated component. B is the boundary of the component
and I is the inside (the encapsulated objects). R are the objects of the outside O
that may be referenced from the component. Disallowed references are crossed
out. Based on Figure 1 from [15].
O ∪ B ∪ I. Note that it is always the case that R ⊆ O, but that not all objects
of R must necessarily be referenced from within the component (see Figure 2.6).
If B{a} is defined as the set of nodes that have references to a, the encapsulation
function of, for example, uniqueness can be defined as


B = B{u}
eunique (u) =  I = {u} 
R=O
where | B {u}| = 1
The encapsulation function defines the inside of the component u as the unique
object u itself, and states that there is exactly one object that has access to this
object. The unique object may reference any other object (i.e. the object on the
boundary or any object on the outside).
The encapsulation function for ownership can be defined as


B = {o}

eownership (o) =  I = {i | o owns i}
R = {r | o ownedby owner(r)}
The inside of the component o is defined as the objects owned by o. Since all
(non-internal) references to an owned object must pass through the owner, o is
the only object on the boundary. Apart from internal references, an object of
the component may also access all objects whose owner transitively owns o.
Encapsulation functions provide a model for expressing the encapsulation properties of different systems by defining which objects are on the boundary and
the inside of a component, and which outside objects may be referenced from
a component. It does not, however, generalise the mechanisms of the different
systems. For example, ownership types must still be expressed using owners,
and universe types must be expressed using universes. This thesis shares the
goal of formally generalising encapsulation, but also aims to develop mechanisms
that are separate from the implemented policies.
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Summary

A number of proposals (e.g. [1,2,3,4,6,8,9,10,12,13,14,17,18]) exist, addressing the
problems caused by aliasing. They provide constructs that aid the programmer
in expressing her intentions, and that can help identify errors. Different proposals
are generally formulated in different settings using different concepts (ownership,
uniqueness, universes, domains etc.), obscuring both conceptual and underlying
similarities between their general ideas.
This work is close in spirit to Capabilities for Sharing [6] which generalises alias
control using capabilities (references with a set of access rights) as a mechanism
to dynamically express aliasing policies. For example a read-only reference
can be modeled by stripping a capability of its write permission access right.
Uniqueness can be modelled by letting a capability assert exclusive access rights,
stripping all aliases of their access rights.
Capabilities are defined on the level of references. The framework presented in
this thesis instead focuses on modeling access permissions on the level of objects.
Since concepts like ownership, universes and ownership domains are naturally
expressed as relations between objects, the framework provides a more intuitive
way of modeling these techniques. It does so without losing the ability to also
express concepts such as uniqueness and read-only references.
This chapter has looked at some existing techniques for restricting and controlling
aliasing in an object-oriented setting, as well as proposals for how some of these
concepts can be generalised. Chapter 3 will now give an informal presentation of
a novel framework and show how its mechanisms can be applied to implement
some of the aliasing policies presented earlier.
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Chapter 3

A General Model of Access
Control
This chapter gives an informal introduction to a framework that can be used
to model a wide variety of aliasing control and prevention techniques. It first
explains the concept of access permission tokens, access permission sets and links,
and shows how they can be used to define the aliasing properties of a system. It
also shows how these ideas can be used to express some of the concepts from
Chapter 2.

3.1

Introduction of Access Permission Sets

In this general model, the object is the only entity. Each object is given a unique
ID (or address) that does not change during the lifetime of the object. The fields
of an object is modelled simply as a set of mappings from names to object-IDs.
This chapter will only focus on how the framework models objects, meaning
that the only modeled operations are creating new objects and assigning fields.
Chapter 4 will also introduce classes and method calls.
For each object, there is an associated access permission token. These access
permission tokens are stored in access permission sets, and the main intuition is
that an object must hold (a set containing) the access permission token associated
with another object in order to be allowed to reference that object. An object can
hold an arbitrary number of access permission tokens, grouped into an arbitrary
number of (potentially overlapping) sets. A token may belong to an arbitrary
number of sets and be accessible by an arbitrary number of objects.
To model propagation of access permission through the system, the framework
allows linking access permission sets. If there is a link from set A to set B, an
objects holding A may also reference any objects whose access permission tokens
are in B. Links are transitive, so if there is also a link from set B to set C,
holding A also implies access to C. Links are directed, so objects with access to
B in the previous example are not affected by the link from A.
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(Permission token in the set "world")
{A, B, C, D, E}

(Object ID)

(Stand-alone permission set)

world
PA

A
PE
PC
PB

E

C
(Link between permission sets)

B
PD

(Permission set held by B)

D

Figure 3.1: A snapshot of a very simple system where all objects can reference
any object. Each object X has an access permission set PX that is linked to the
stand-alone permission set world. world contains the access permission tokens
of every object created. Thus, the total permission set of each object contains
every access permission token.

The invariant of the system is thus that for each ID referenced in the fields of
an object, the corresponding access permission token must be an element in the
union of the access permission sets reachable via zero or more link steps from
the sets held by the object. This set of allowed field values is called the total
permission set T (X) of an object X.
Access permission tokens allow fine-grained modeling of access permission. At
the same time, links between permission sets give an abstract way to reason
about access to a group of objects without having to name all involved objects
explicitly every time. Permission tokens can be added to and removed from a
permission set without having to notify the holders of links to the set, and links
can be added and removed without affecting the other link-holders.
The simplest system possible, where all objects can reference any object, could be
implemented using only one access permission set per object, plus one stand-alone
permission set called world. On object creation, the permission set of the new
object would be linked to world and the permission token of that object would
be added to world, giving all objects permission to access it (see Figure 3.1). A
snapshot of a more restricting system is shown in Figure 3.2.

3.2

Implementing Techniques for Alias Control
and Prevention

This section shows how to implement some different aliasing policies by using
the model presented above. By using the access permission sets as primitives, it
is possible to express operations of various alias management techniques. For
each implementation it should generally be easy to see that the model correctly
achieves the properties of the implemented policies.
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{A, B}
world
PA

A
{C}
PB

PC

C

world = {A,B}
PA = {}
PB = {C}
PC = {}
PD = {D}

B

{D}
PD

D

T(A) = {A,B}
T(B) = {A,B,C}
T(C) = {A,B,C}
T(D) = {A,B,C,D}

Figure 3.2: A snapshot of an example system. Dotted arrows are links between
permission sets. Whole, crossed out arrows are disallowed references. The
table to the right shows the contents of each permission set as well as the total
permission sets (the permitted field values) of each object. The total permission
set can always be found by following all link paths from an object and merging
the permission sets found on the way.

3.2.1

Implementing Ownership Types

In ownership types, encapsulation is achieved through objects owning their
representation. This can be implemented in the framework by letting each object
hold a permission set containing the permission tokens of its owned objects.
Since objects are allowed to reference their siblings and should be able to access
whatever their owner can access, all objects link their permission sets to the
permission set of their owner. At the top of the nesting hierarchy, the stand-alone
permission set world is used to represent the top-level owner. Figure 3.3 shows
an example of this implementation.
Since all objects have exactly one owner, it is easy to see that each permission
token will appear in exactly one permission set. Access to an object is only given
to its owner and to those who link to the permission set of the owner. Since
links never go inwards in the nesting hierarchy, an object can never get hold of a
reference into the representation of an object. Because of the outgoing links, it
is always the case that T (X) ⊇ T (owner(X)), which matches the situation of
ownership types where the number of permitted objects decrease further out in
the nesting hierarchy.
Ownership transfer is supported in the sense that any resulting access violations
can be detected (by checking that the tokens of the field values of each object
are in the corresponding total permission set). The mechanism of ownership
transfer is as simple as moving the permission token from the permission set of
the old owner to the new one, and moving the link from the owned object in the
same manner. No other objects need to be involved; the new access rights of all
objects fall out automatically.
For example, to transfer the ownership of object D from A to B in Figure 3.3,
the permission token of D would be moved from PA to PB , the link from D to
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{A, B}
world
{C, D}
PA

PC

{E}

A

C

{F}
PD

D

PB

PE
PF

B

E

F

Figure 3.3: Ownership types, modelled with access permission sets. Each object
has a permission set containing the permission tokens of its owned objects. Each
object links its permission set to the permission set of its owner. Boxes show
ownership but do not add any information not already readable from the figure.

A would be removed and a link from D to B would be created. A and C would
no longer have access D since it would not be in their total permission set. F
would however be able to access E, because of the links F → D → B (and the
permission token of E being in the permission set of B).
It would also be easy to model situations where some object is given access
to the representation of another object (without being owned by that object)
by simply linking to the permission set of that object, either permanently or
temporarily. Modeling systems where objects can have more than one owner is
as straightforward as just adding permission tokens and linking to the permission
sets of all owners instead of just one.

3.2.2

Implementing Uniqueness

Uniqueness types give support for objects that at any time only has one reference
to them. In the access permission set-model, this means that there can be
only one object holding the permission token of the unique object in its total
permission set. To implement this, each object X is given two permission sets,
PX and UX . UX is used to store the permission token of each object that X has
a unique reference to. To preserve uniqueness, this set may not be linked to. PX
can be used in any way that suits the rest of the system.
The permission token of a unique object is placed in the U -set of another object
on creation. For it to remain unique, it must not be added to any other permission
sets during its lifetime. To transfer the unique object to another object, the
permission token must be moved at the same time as the actual reference is
being transferred (having the old reference nullified) so that it does not appear
in two permission sets at the same time. This operation has to be atomic in the
sense that no other operations can be allowed until the transfer is complete.
A detail worth noting is that this implementation of uniqueness so far only
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{A, C}
world
A

PC C
UC

PA
UA

{once(B)}
PB B
UB

Figure 3.4: Uniqueness, modelled with access permission sets extended with
once-tokens. Normal objects can be referenced by any object (as in Figure 3.1).
B is a unique object referenced by A. No other object may reference B, and A
may only have at most one reference to B. The reference to B can be transferred
from A to C by atomically moving the once-token from UA to UC , nullifying the
reference from A and creating a reference from C.

assures that there is at most one object at a time that has the permission to
access a unique object. There is nothing built into the system that prevents
aliasing from within the same object. To address this, the model can be extended
with a special kind of access permission token called a once-token. It gives the
holder permission to reference the associated object in at most one of its fields,
preventing aliasing between fields of the same object.
In conclusion, when creating a unique object, a once-token is added to the U -set
of the object holding the initial reference, giving permission to reference the
object in at most one of its fields. The U -set is never linked to, and the permission
token of a unique object only appears in other U -sets if it is moved together
with the reference to its object, using a special move operation. Figure 3.4 shows
a simple example system.
A concept like borrowing, where aliasing of a unique object is allowed for a
limited scope s, could be implemented by adding the normal access permission
token of the unique object to a permission set accessible to the objects present
in s, and then removing it from the set at the end of the scope. The framework
does not guarantee that there is no residual aliasing at the end of the scope, but
can detect it since there would be objects with unpermitted field values.

3.2.3

Implementing External Uniqueness

External uniqueness combines ownership types and uniqueness types. The
implementation of uniqueness above included a permission set P that could be
used to suit the rest of the system. External uniqueness is thus implemented by
using the P -set in the same way as for normal ownership types. PX contains
the permission tokens of the objects owned by X, and each object links its P -set
to the P -set of its owner.
The holder of the initial reference to an externally unique object gets a once-token
of the object in its U -set, just as for normal uniqueness. However, external
uniqueness allows arbitrary internal aliasing of the externally unique object. To
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{A, B}
A

PA
UA

PB B
UB

world

{once(C)}
{C, D, E}

PD D
UD

PC C
UC

PE E
UE

T(A) = {A, B, once(C)}
T(B) = {A, B}
T(C) = T(D) = T(E) =
{A, B, C, D, E}

Figure 3.5: External uniqueness, modelled with access permission sets extended
with once-tokens. Boxes show ownership but do not add any new information. C
is externally unique, and A is the holder of its once-token, giving A permission
to reference C at most once in its fields. D and E may however reference C and
the outside world freely. They are both encapsulated by being owned by C. The
table to the right shows the total permission set of each object.

allow this, every externally unique object holds its own normal access permission
token in its P -set, giving its owned objects (and itself) full access permission.
Since no links go inwards in the ownership hierarchy, external uniqueness is still
preserved. Figure 3.5 shows an example.

3.2.4

Implementing Immutability

To implement systems utilising immutability, the access permission tokens has
to be split into two kinds of tokens; read permission tokens and write permission
tokens. The read permission token allows storing an object in ones fields and
reading the fields of that object. The write permission token allows storing an
object in ones fields and also writing the fields of that object. Immutable objects
are then objects whose associated write permission tokens are never placed in
any permission sets, i.e. objects that can only be read.
This separation could also be used in ownership types to separate reading and
writing encapsulated objects. Each object could hold two permission sets, one
with read permission tokens for all owned objects, and one with write permissions.
By linking to these different sets, different access modes could be granted to
different objects. This way, read-only access to the representation of an object
could easily be given without also risking external modification.

3.2.5

Implementing Universe Types

Universe types are similar to ownership types in that they involve components
encapsulating their representation. However, universe types only allow read-only
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{w(A), w(B)}
Utop
A

LA
UA
{w(C), w(D)}

LC C
UC

{r(A), r(B), r(C), r(D), r(E)}
R

LD D
UD

LB B
UB
{w(E)}

LE E
UE

Figure 3.6: Universes, modelled with access permission sets extended with readand write permission tokens (r(X) and w(X)). Boxes show universes but do not
add any new information. Each object has a permission set U containing the
write permission tokens of the objects in its owned universe. They also have a
permission set L used exclusively for linking. All objects link to the U -set of the
universe they belong to, and to the stand-alone set R containing all read tokens.
The top-level universe is represented by the permission set Utop . Note that all
objects can read any object, but only write to the objects living in the same
universe or in their owned universe.
references into or out of a universe. It also differs in the way that nested universes
do not grant any extra permissions, like nested ownership does. To model these
things, each object X is given two permission sets UX and LX . UX contains the
write permission tokens of the objects contained in the universe of X. LX is
used to link to the U -set of the owner of the universe an object belongs to. By
not linking to other objects’ L-sets, and not linking from any U -sets, no further
transitive permissions are gained.
The top-level universe is modelled with a stand-alone permission set Utop (like
world from the model of ownership types). Since all objects can have arbitrary
read-only references, all objects also link their L-sets to a stand-alone set R,
containing the read permission tokens of all objects created. All in all, objects
are given read access to any object, and write access only to the objects in the
universe they own and the universe they belong to (see Figure 3.6).

3.2.6

Implementing Ownership Domains

Ownership domains group objects together in domains and specify aliasing
policies by declaring domains public or by linking domains. An object A can
reference another object B if (1)B is in a domain declared by A, (2)A and B are
in the same domain, (3)B is in a public domain of an object that A can access
or (4)there is a link between the domain holding A and the domain holding B.
To avoid confusion, this section will use “domain link” to mean links between
domains and “link” to mean a link between two permission sets.
Since an ownership domain defines a group of objects that share the same aliasing
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{A, B}
Dshared

Lshared
PB

PA

{C}

PC

D1
C

L1

B

A

{D, E} D2

PD

D

L2

PE

E

T(A) =
{A,B,C,D,E}
T(B) =
{A,B,C}
T(C) =
{C,D,E}
T(D) = T(E) =
{D,E}

Figure 3.7: Ownership domains, modelled with access permission sets. Dashed
boxes show domains (thinly dashed boxes denote public domains) but do not
add any new information. A declares two domains, 1 and 2 and can access all
objects in these domains. There is a domain link from 1 to 2 (implemented by
the link from L1 to D2 ), giving C access to D and E. 1 is public (implemented
by the link from Dshared to D1 ), giving B access to C. The total permission
sets of all objects are shown to the right.

properties, it is quite natural to create an access permission set D per domain,
containing the access permission tokens of the objects in the domain. Giving
access to the domain is then handled by linking to the permission set. For
simplicity, all objects are given one permission set P each that is only used for
linking (to avoid situations where different objects have different amounts of
permission sets).

For each object, P is linked to the D-sets of the domains that the object declares
(1 above) and the D-set of the domain the object belongs to (2 above). Since all
objects’ P -sets are empty, the only way to get access to an object o is to hold a
link to the D-set containing its permission token to . Therefore, if o declares a
public domain, anyone linking to the D-set containing to should also have access
to the objects in the public domain. To this end, the D-set of the public domain
of o is linked to from the D-set containing to (3 above). Anyone holding a link
to a permission set containing the token of an object declaring a public domain
will thus also get access to the public domain.

Domain links cannot be directly implemented using links between D-sets, since
domain links are not transitive. Instead, each domain d uses a permission set L
that is only used to link to the D-sets of the domains that d has domain links to.
These domain links should only give extra permission to the objects in a domain,
so each member of a domain should link from its P -set to the L-set (as well as
the D-set) of the domain it belongs to (4 above). See figure 3.7 for an example.
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Summary

Access permission sets provide an intuitive way to reason about what an object
is allowed to reference. They can be used as a mechanism to implement a wide
variety of existing aliasing and encapsulation policies, and provide a common
“vocabulary” for comparing and reasoning about concepts from different systems.
The framework operates mainly on the level of objects but can easily be extended to allow modeling of reference properties (such as read-only and unique
references).
One notable property of the framework is that its mechanisms are completely
separate from the policies it can express. There are no built-in concepts of for
example ownership or universes, but the properties of these constructs can still
be expressed. This suggests that access permission sets are a step in the right
direction in the search for the fundamental mechanisms of access control.
Chapter 4 formalises this framework in LAPS, a small object-oriented language
that uses access permission sets to dynamically specify and enforce the aliasing
properties of a program. LAPS can be used to reason formally about systems
modelled with access permission sets, for example the implementations presented
earlier in this chapter.
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Chapter 4

Formal Semantics of LAPS
This chapter gives a formal description of LAPS, a small object-oriented language
with support for access permission sets. The first section of the chapter introduces
the language, and explains how it implements the access permission set-model
presented in Chapter 3. To allow formal reasoning, sections 4.2 and 4.3 present
a small-step operational semantics and proofs of interesting properties of the
language.
LAPS should be seen as a target language for translating other languages, rather
than a user-level programming language. It gives no static guarantees on access
permission, but can enforce aliasing policies in a dynamic fashion by stopping
execution when a disallowed reference is made. LAPS is a complete language,
but since the main focus is on modeling alias management and access control,
other details are kept as simple as possible.

4.1

Language Overview

As LAPS is an object-oriented language, its main focus is on objects. The heap
of a program can be seen as a graph where the nodes are objects, and the edges
are references between objects. When an object is created, a new node is added
to the graph. When a field is written to, an edge is added (and possible removed,
if a field is overwritten).
Recall that each object in the framework has an associated access permission
token and that these tokens are stored in access permission sets. To be allowed
to reference an object, one must have access to a permission set containing the
corresponding permission token. If there is a link from one permission set to
another, access to the first set implies access to the second.
The state of a running system is thus defined by the state of its heap O, the
contents of its current permission sets P and its current permission set links L.
To be able to perform method calls, a call stack S is also needed. The quadruple
hO; P ; L; Si is called the configuration of the system. Operations in the language
read or modify the configuration. The following sections formally define each
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c, sc ∈ C
id ∈ ID
v ∈ V = ID ∪ {null}
x, y, f, g ∈ X
m∈M
id, v ∈ T
t, x, y ∈ XT
p, q ∈ P
ρ, σ, τ, γ ∈ XP
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Class names
Object identifiers
Values
Variable and field names
Method identifiers
Permission token identifiers
Permission token handles
Permission set identifiers
Permission set handles

Figure 4.1: The meta-types and meta-variables of LAPS

part of the configuration, and present the operations of LAPS. An illustration of
the configuration of LAPS is presented in Section 4.1.6.

4.1.1

Access Permission Sets and Links

Each access permission set and access permission token has a unique identifier:
p, q ∈ P Permission set identifiers
id ∈ T Permission token identifiers
The permission token of an object o is written as bold-face o.
P (in the configuration) defines the contents of the access permission sets of the
system. It is a map from permission set identifiers to sets of access permission
tokens:
P :P→
7 P(T)

The permissions of each permission set

Where P(T) is the power set of T
The domain of P is the set of identifiers of the permission sets that have been
created in the current program. If P contains the mapping p 7→ {a, b, c}, having
access to p gives permission to reference the objects a, b and c.
When modifying P , the following notation is used:
P [p 7→ S] = P ∪ {p 7→ S},

(P +q id)(p) =

(P −q id)(p) =

p 6∈ dom(P )

P (q) ∪ {id}, if p = q
P (p),
otherwise

q ∈ dom(P )

P (q) − {id}, if p = q
P (p),
otherwise

q ∈ dom(P )

P +q id is identical to P , except that the token id has been added to the set
mapped to from q. P −q id is defined in a similar fashion.
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{C}
pB

{A, B}

{A, C}

pA

pC

P = {pA 7→ {A, B}, pB 7→ {C}, pC 7→ {A, C}}
L = {(pA , pB ), (pA , pC ), (pB , pC )}
Figure 4.2: A snapshot of the permission sets and links of a system.
L (in the configuration) defines the permission set links of the system. It is a set
of pairs of permission set identifiers:
L : P(P × P)

Links between the permission sets of the system

Where P(P × P) is the power set of P × P
(p, q) ∈ L means there is currently a link from set p to set q. L is modified using
normal set unions and differences.
Figure 4.2 shows how P and L describe a directed graph with permission sets as
nodes and links as edges.
The permission set and permission token identifiers are never mentioned explicitly
in the surface syntax of the program. Instead, permission set handles and
permission token handles are used to manage permission sets and tokens:
ρ, σ, τ, γ ∈ XP
t, x, y ∈ XT

Permission set handles
Permission token handles

LAPS defines six operations for manipulating the permissions of the system:
ρ := newSet()
t := token(x)
addPerm(t, ρ)
remPerm(t, ρ)
link(ρ, σ)
unlink(ρ, σ)

Create a new permission set and bind it to ρ
Extract a permission token and bind it to t
Extend a permission set
Shrink a permission set
Link two permission sets
Unlink two permission sets

The operation ρ := newSet() creates a new permission set with a unique identifier and binds it to ρ. ρ is then used in operations modifying the new set. If x is
a reference to an object, the operation t := token(x) extracts the permission
token from that object and binds it to t. t is then used in operations handling
that permission token.
The operation addPerm(t, ρ) adds the token bound to t to the access permission
set bound to ρ. Assuming t is bound to the permission token id and ρ is bound
to the permission set p, evaluating the operation thus updates P to P +p id (so
that P (p) is extended with the token id). remPerm(t, ρ) removes the token from
the set in the same manner.
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The operations link(ρ, σ) and unlink(ρ, σ) updates L by adding or removing
pairs of permission set identifiers. If ρ is bound to p and σ is bound to q,
evaluating link(ρ, σ) adds the pair (p, q) to L.
For each set p, the reach of p is defined as the union of p and all sets reachable
via (transitive) links from p:


[
reach(p) = p ∪ 
q
(p,q)∈L+
+

where L is the transitive closure of L

4.1.2

Classes

Classes are defined using the following meta-types:
c, sc ∈ C
x, y, f, g ∈ X
m∈M
ρ, σ, τ, γ ∈ XP

Class names
Variable and field names
Method identifiers
Permission set handles

For each program we assume the existence of a well-formed class table C where
class definitions can be looked up from class names c. C can be seen as part of
the configuration, but since it is invariant through the execution of a program,
it is omitted for brevity. A single class is a quadruple (sc, F D, M, γ):
sc
FD
M
γ

:
:
:
:

C
P(X)
M→
7 (XP × s)
XP

Super class
Field declarations
Method declarations
Permission set handles to visible sets

C:C→
7 (C × P(X) × (M →
7 (XP × s)) × XP )

Class table of a program

Where P(X) is the power set of X
Every object in the system is an instance of a class, and that class defines its field
names and available methods (methods are explained further in Section 4.1.5).
The class also defines a list γ of permission set handles to the visible permission
sets of the object. These are similar to fields but refer to permission sets instead
of objects. These bindings are instantiated on object creation and do not change
during the object’s life-time.
In Chapter 3, objects were said to hold an arbitrary number of permission sets,
defining what the objects may reference. Formally, an object only holds one of
its visible permission sets. This set is called the primary permission set. The
primary permission set will always be bound to the first permission set handle
of the visible permission sets of the object’s class. The name of this handle is
always τ (for “this”). Thus for all classes (sc, F D, M, γ), the first permission set
handle in the list γ is always τ .
Each class extends some class sc. In the top of the class-hierarchy is the class
T op that has no superclass, no fields or methods, and only one permission set
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handle (denoting the primary permission set, needed by all objects to be able
to reference anything). Instances of this class are allowed, but are useless in
practice.
Class inheritance can be modeled trivially by requiring that the fields of a class
are a superset of the fields of its superclass (and similarly with its methods and
permission set handles). This avoids details that are unimportant for the focus
of the framework without loss of generality. Similarly, concepts like method
overriding can be modeled for example by including the class name in each
method name.
Extracting parts of classes uses the following functions:
if C(c) = (sc, F, M, γ)
superclass(c)
=
f ieldN ames(c) =
methods(c)
=
setHandles(c) =

4.1.3

then
sc
F
M
γ

Objects and Fields

Objects are defined using the following meta-types:
c, sc ∈ C
id ∈ ID
v ∈ V = ID ∪ {null}
x, y, f, g ∈ X
p, q ∈ P
ρ, σ, τ, γ ∈ XP

Class names
Object identifiers
Values
Variable and field names
Permission set identifiers
Permission set handles

The heap O (in the configuration) stores objects as mappings id 7→ (c, F, FP ):
id
c
F
FP

:
:
:
:

ID
C
X→
7 V
XP →
7 P

Object identifier
Class of the object
Fields of the object
Visible permission sets of the object

O : ID →
7 (C × (X →
7 V) × (XP →
7 P))

Heap of the system

Each object has a unique identity id and is an instance of some class c. The
fields F of an object are modeled as a map from field names to values (either
an object ID or null). Similarly, the visible permission sets FP of an object are
modeled as a map from permission set handles to permission sets. These sets
are part of the object’s state and can for example be used in the methods of the
object. These bindings never change during the life-time of the object, meaning
that all the visible permission sets of an object must be supplied at the time of
the object’s creation.
Object creation is handled by the operation new(c, ρ, σ), which creates an instance
of class c. The class c defines the domain of the fields F and the domain of
the visible permission sets FP (as explained in Section 4.1.2). The fields are
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initialised to null, and the visible permission sets are initialised to the permission
sets bound to the list of permission set handles ρ (the second argument to new).
Each object holds (has access to the permission tokens of) one of its visible
permission sets, called the primary permission set. The first permission set in
the list ρ will always be used as the primary permission set of the new object,
and thus defines what the object may reference in its fields. As explained in
Section 4.1.2, the permission set mapped to from the handle τ (for “this”) in an
object’s visible permission sets FP is the primary permission set of the object.
An object holding several permission sets is implemented by creating links from
the primary permission set to these “held sets”.
Finally, the new-operation must also supply a permission set where the permission
token of the new object is added (the last argument σ). This step is necessary for
soundness since no object would be allowed to reference the new object otherwise.
There is no way to get hold of the access permission token of an object that is
not referenced anywhere (or that has not yet been created). If for example a
new object is assigned to a field, σ would have to be bound to a permission set
accessible to the object owning the field (i.e. its primary permission set, or a
permission set linked to from its primary permission set).
As an example, assume that the class c defines a list γ of permission set handles
[τ, γ1 , γ2 , . . . , γn ], and the list ρ of permission set handles are bound to permission
sets [p0 , p1 , p2 , . . . , pn ]. Also assume σ is bound to the permission set q. The
operation new(c, ρ, σ) will create a new instance of class c with a unique ID,
null-initialised fields, and visible permission set bindings {τ 7→ p0 , γ1 7→ p1 , γ2 7→
p2 , . . . , γn 7→ pn }. Also, P (q) will be extended with the permission token of
the new object. There is no explicit support for constructors but they can be
modeled using normal method calls.
Chapter 3 introduced the notion of the total permission set T (o) of an object
o, defined as the union of all sets reachable by the object. Formally, the total
permission set of an object is the reach (see Section 4.1.1) of the primary
permission set of the object, i.e. the union of the primary permission set and all
sets reachable via (transitive) links from it:
totalP ermissions(id) = reach(p)
where O(id) = (c, F, {. . . , τ 7→ p, . . . })
To store an object in a field, the corresponding permission token must be in the
total permission set of the referencing object.
Like permission sets and permission tokens, object IDs are never handled explicitly in the surface syntax. Instead variables are used as references to objects.
x := e assigns the value of the expression e to the variable x. e can be another
variable, a field, a new-operation or null. Variables have no static types, so it
is legal to assign instances of different classes to the same variable. This is a
motivated simplification, since types are not important for how the framework
reasons about access permission.
Extending the heap and updating the fields of objects is done using bracket
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notation:
O[id 7→ (c, F, FP )] = O ∪ {id 7→ (c, F, FP )},
0



(O(id)[f 7→ v])(id )(g) =

id 6∈ dom(O)

v,
if id0 = id ∧ g = f
0
O(id )(g), otherwise

O(id)[f 7→ v] is the same heap as O, with the difference that the field name f of
the object id now maps to the value v, regardless of what it mapped to before.
The update function is undefined for non-existing fields.
Fields are read and written to using operations x.f and x.f := e. Both operations
assume that x is bound to an object id. The assignment will update O to
O(id)[f 7→ v], so that the field f of object id maps to the value v (where v is
the value of the expression e). Like variables, fields do not have static types.
The visible permission sets of an object are read the same way as fields using
the read operation x.ρ, but cannot be written to.
Extracting parts of objects uses the following functions:
if O(obj) = (c, F, FP ) then
class(obj) = c
f ields(obj) = F
sets(obj)
= FP
O(obj)(f )
= F (f )
O(obj)(ρ)
= FP (ρ)
The result of lookups of non-existing objects, fields or permission set handles is
undefined.

4.1.4

Call Stack

Apart from the heap O, the permission sets P and the links L, the system also
needs to keep track of the call stack S. The stack is manipulated using normal
stack operations:
top([S, T ]) = T
pop([S, T ]) = S
The notation [S, T ] denotes a stack that is the stack frame T on top of the stack
S. When the stack is popped, the top frame disappears and cannot be recovered.
The operations top and pop are undefined for the empty stack . The call stack
is defined using the following meta-types:
v ∈ V = ID ∪ {null}
x, y, f, g ∈ X
id, v ∈ T
t, x, y ∈ XT
p, q ∈ P
ρ, σ, τ, γ ∈ XP

Values
Variable and field names
Permission token identifiers
Permission token handles
Permission set identifiers
Permission set handles
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S (in the configuration) is a stack of frames, where each frame is a triple
(X, SB, T B):
X
SB
TB

: X→
7 V Stack variables of the frame
: XP →
7 P Permission set bindings of the frame
: XT →
7 T Permission token bindings of the frame

S : (X →
7 V) × (XP →
7 P) × (XT →
7 T)

Call stack

Each stack frame is a store of stack variables, permission sets and permission
tokens. X is a map from variable names to values, SB is a map from permission
set handles to permission set identifiers, and T B is a map from permission token
handles to permission tokens. When evaluating statements and expressions
in the language, variable names, permission set handles and permission token
handles are all looked up in the corresponding map of the current top stack
frame.
Stack variables do not need to be declared, but are created on assignment. Since
all operations in the language are performed in methods held by an object, every
stack frame is initialised with a stack variable this, mapped to the ID of the
current context object.
The notation for extending the stores of the top stack frame is similar to that of
objects:

v,
if y = x
(S[x 7→ v])(y) =
S(y) otherwise
(S[ρ 7→ p])(σ)

=

(S[t 7→ id])(x)

=



p,
if ρ = σ
S(σ) otherwise



id,
if x = t
S(x) otherwise

S[x 7→ v] is the same stack as S, with the difference that the stack variable x
of the top stack frame now maps to the value v, regardless of what it mapped
to before (if anything). The three operations that extends the store of the top
stack frame S are:
x := e
ρ := newSet()
t := token(x)

S → S[x 7→ v] where v is the value of the expression e
S → S[ρ 7→ p] where p is a fresh permission set identifier
S → S[t →
7 id] if S(x) = id

The purpose of the operations are explained in the earlier sections.
Since stack variables also reference objects (and thus can contribute to aliasing),
it is interesting to model the permissions of stack frames as well. The approach
taken is the same as for objects; each stack frame has a primary permission set
that governs which objects may be referenced by its stack variables. As with
objects, the handle to the primary permission set of a stack frame is always
called τ (stored in the permission set bindings SB of the frame).
When evaluating statements and expressions, the permission set handle τ thus
refers to the primary permission set of the top stack frame, while this.τ refers
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to the primary permission set of the current this. The stack frame shares the
permissions of its this-object, so the total permission set of a stack frame is
defined as the union of the total permission set of its this-object and the reach
of its primary permission set:
totalP ermissions(S) = totalP ermissions(id) ∪ reach(p)
where top(S) = ({. . . , this 7→ id, . . . }, {. . . , τ 7→ p, . . . }, T B)
To reference an object from a stack variable, the corresponding permission token
must be in the total permission set of the stack frame.
Extracting parts of a stack frame uses the following functions:
if top(S) = (X, SB, T B)
vars(S)
=
setHandles(S)
=
tokenHandles(S) =
S(x)
=
S(ρ)
=
S(t)
=

then
dom(X)
dom(SB)
dom(T B)
X(x)
SB(ρ)
T B(t)

As with objects, the result of a lookup of non-existing variables or handles is
undefined.

4.1.5

Methods

The methods M of a class stores methods as mappings m 7→ (γ, s;return(e)):
m : M
Method name
γ : XP
Formal permission set arguments
s;return(e) Method body
Each method defines a list of formal permission set arguments γ and some
statement(s) that make up the method body s. When a method is called, the
formal permission set arguments are instantiated with existing sets. For a method
to be well-formed, its body must end with a return statement.
Method calls have the form x.m(y, ρ, σ). When evaluated, m is looked up in
the class of the object referenced by x, and the statement of the method body
(s;return(e)) is set as the next statement to be evaluated. Calling a method
pushes a new stack frame onto the stack. Initially, the stack variables of the
new stack frame will include two mappings; one from the name this to the ID of
the object whose method was called (referenced by x in the call above), and one
from the name arg to the ID of the object passed as the argument (referenced
by y in the call above).
The formal argument of a method is always the variable name arg in the method
body. Without loss of generality, only single argument methods are allowed.
Methods with multiple arguments can be emulated by creating and passing an
aggregate object holding the multiple arguments in its fields. The method can
then extract the arguments from the arg-variable by reading its fields.
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The second argument of the method call is a list of permission set handles ρ.
The permission sets bound to these handles are used to instantiate the formal
permission handles γ of the method. The permission set bindings of the new
stack frame will thus contain mappings from the names of γ to the values of ρ.
For a method call to be valid, the lengths of these lists must be the same.

The third argument of the method call is a permission set handle σ to the
permission set that is used as the primary permission set of the new stack frame.
If σ is bound to the permission set q, the permission set bindings of the new
stack frame will contain a mapping from τ to q. For the call to be valid, the
primary permission set must be chosen so that the stack frame has permission
to reference both the argument object and the this-object.

To summarise, in the call x.m(y, ρ, σ), y is the argument of the call, ρ is a list of
permission set bindings that are used to instantiate the formal permission set
arguments of m, and σ is a handle to the permission set that will be used as the
primary permission set of the new stack frame. The permission token bindings
of the new stack frame is initially empty.

Returning from a method works in a similar fashion as calling a method, except
that no permission sets are passed around. The call return(x) pops the stack
and binds the name ret in the new top stack frame to the object referenced by
x. For the operation to be valid, the new top stack frame must have permission
to reference the returned object.

Since no tokens are added to any sets automatically, it is up to the method to
decide which permissions it wants to grant. A method that creates and returns a
new object should probably take the primary permission set of the calling stack
frame as a permission set argument to be able to grant it permission to receive
the returned object. A method that returns an object that is somehow protected
(for example an owned object in an ownership type system) should probably not
add its permission token to any sets. If the receiver does not have the correct
permission, the method call will (correctly) result in an error.

4.1.6

Illustration of the Configuration

A snapshot of the configuration of an example system, and how the different
parts of the configuration interact is illustrated below.
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Heap (O)

A
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Call stack (S)

f

τ

g

this
arg

C

σ
τ

B

τ

g

f

this
arg
x

τ

{C}
pB

Permission sets
(P and L)
q'
{A, C}

{A, B}
pA

pC

σ
τ

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.

q
{A, B, C}

A 7→ (K1 , {f 7→ C, g 7→ B}, {τ 7→ pA }),
B 7→ (K2 , {f 7→ A}, {τ 7→ pB }),
C 7→ (K3 , {g 7→ null}, {τ 7→ pC , σ 7→ pB }) }
P = { pA 7→ {A, B}, pB 7→ {C}, pC 7→ {A, C},
q 7→ {A, B, C}, q 0 7→ ∅ }
L = { (pA , pB ), (pA , pC ), (pB , pC ), (q 0 , q) }
S = [ [S 0 , ({this 7→ A, arg 7→ null, x 7→ B}, {τ 7→ q, σ →
7 q 0 }, ∅)],
0
({this 7→ C, arg 7→ B}, {τ 7→ q }, ∅) ]

O=

{

S 0 is the complete call stack S without the two top stack frames. Details not
included in the illustration are classes (the existence of classes K1 , K2 and K3 is
assumed), methods and permission token bindings. Recall that the permission
set handle τ denotes the primary permission sets of both objects and stack
frames.

4.1.7

Syntax

This section presents the static syntax of LAPS. All the operations have been
introduced in the previous sections. There are different syntactic categories for
different types of expressions and statements:
ep defines expressions that evaluate to permission set handles.
ep

::= ρ
|
x.ρ

Reading a permission set handle
Reading a visible permission set handle of an object
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sp defines statements that manipulate the permissions of a program.
sp

::=
|
|
|
|
|

ρ := newSet()
t := token(e)
addPerm(t, ep )
remPerm(t, ep )
link(ep , ep )
unlink(ep , ep )

Creating permission sets
Extracting permission tokens from objects
Adding tokens to permission sets
Removing tokens from permission sets
Linking two permission sets
Unlinking two permission sets

e defines expressions that evaluate to object identities (or null).
e ::=
|
|
|

x
Reading a stack variable
x.f
Reading an object field
new(c, ep , ep ) Creating an object
null

b defines Boolean expressions that evaluate to true or false.
b ::=
|
|
|

e == e Equality
e != e Inequality
true
false

s defines program statements.
s ::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

sp
Statement concerning permission management
x := e
Assigning a stack variable
x.f := e
Assigning a field
x.m(e, ep , ep )
Calling a method
s;s
Sequencing
skip
No-op
if b then s else s If-statement
while b do s
While-loop

Note that the return-operation is only allowed at the end of methods, and is
therefore not part of the static syntax.
The categories ep and sp contain most of the novel constructs of LAPS. If these
categories are ignored, e, b and s define a very simple but complete object-oriented
programming language. Since all operations of a program are performed in some
method, and methods are defined classes, programs in LAPS are completely
defined by their classes.

4.2

Operational Semantics

This section presents the semantics of LAPS. It shows how expressions and
statements are evaluated, how errors are handled and also defines the initial and
final states of all programs.
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Small-step Semantics

A small-step semantics (or structural operational semantics) defines how each
individual step of a computation is performed in a system. For each element of
the syntax (except skip and null) there is a transition from one configuration
(including the element to be evaluated) to another:
p
hO; P ; L; S; si → hO0 ; P 0 ; L0 ; S 0 ; s0 i
p above the line is a number of premise conditions that must hold for the transition
to be valid [7, 16]. If there is no valid evaluation rule for some operation, the
program execution gets stuck. LAPS avoids stuck states by defining certain error
states (defined in Section 4.2.4) for when the premise conditions of a transition
rule do not hold.
All lists have lines over their names. When handling lists in the evaluation rules,
a slight abuse of notation will be tolerated for brevity. For example l ∈ S means
that all elements of l are members of S, and l1 7→ l2 means that the nth element
of l1 is mapped to the nth element of l2 .
The different syntactical categories are evaluated in different evaluation contexts.
Evaluation contexts are used to specify how composed expressions and statements
are to be evaluated. For example, the evaluation context
A

::= [·]
|
f oo(B)
|
A+A

states that expressions evaluated in it have one of three forms. [·] describes
atomic expressions that can be evaluated in one step. The second row describes
expressions that have the form f oo(b), where the sub-expression b must be
evaluated (in the context B) before the whole expression can be evaluated. The
last row describes expressions that are composed of two sub-expressions (using
the addition operator) that must both be evaluated (in A) before the whole
expression can be evaluated.
As another example, in the semantics of LAPS, stack variable assignments are
evaluated in the context:
S

::=
|
|

...
x := E
...

meaning that the expression on the right-hand side must be evaluated in the
context E before the results of the assignment can be evaluated. If the right-hand
side expression is a call to new, its evaluation will alter the state of the system
(by adding a new object to O etc.), and therefore also the state in which the
assignment is evaluated. If there are several sub-expressions, they are evaluated
from left to right.
There are two different kinds of evaluation; expressions will be evaluated to the
value of the expression, while statements will be evaluated to a new statement.
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Expressions

Members of ep are used as handles to permission sets. They evaluate to permission
set identifiers in the empty context Ep ::= [·]. The evaluation rules are fairly
simple:
ρ ∈ setHandles(S)
hO; P ; L; S; ρi → hO; P ; L; S; S(ρ)i

(pexp-var)

If a permission set handle ρ is encountered, it is evaluated to the permission set
identifier mapped to from ρ in the permission bindings of the top stack frame.
For the evaluation to be valid, ρ must be in the domain of the permission set
binding store of the top stack frame.
x ∈ vars(S)
S(x) 6= null
S(x) ∈ dom(O)
ρ ∈ setHandles(class(S(x)))
hO; P ; L; S; x.ρi → hO; P ; L; S; O(S(x))(ρ)i

(pexp-field)

x.ρ is evaluated to the permission set identifier mapped to from ρ in the visible
permission sets of the object referenced by the stack variable x. The premise
conditions follow a recurring pattern in the semantics of the language; the
variable x must have been defined in the top stack frame, it may not be null and
the ID it maps to must be an ID in the domain of O (i.e. the ID of an existing
object). ρ must also be defined in the list of permission set handles in the class
of the object referenced by x.
All members of e evaluate to a value (an object ID or null). In the case of new,
the value is the ID of the new object being created. They are evaluated in the
context
E

::= [·]
|
new(c, EP , EP )

using the following rules:
x ∈ vars(S)
hO; P ; L; S; xi → hO; P ; L; S; S(x)i

(exp-var)

x ∈ vars(S)
S(x) 6= null
S(x) ∈ dom(O)
f ∈ f ieldN ames(class(S(x)))
hO; P ; L; S; x.f i → hO; P ; L; S; O(S(x))(f )i

(exp-field)

The first two rules follow the same pattern as the two rules above, except they
concern variables and fields instead of permission set handles.
id fresh
c ∈ dom(C)
p ∈ dom(P )
q ∈ dom(P )
|p| = |setHandles(c)|
F = {f 7→ null | f ∈ f ieldN ames(c)}
FP = {setHandles(c) 7→ p}
O0 = O[id 7→ (c, F, FP )]
P 0 = P +q id
hO; P ; L; S; new(c, p, q)i → hO0 ; P 0 ; L; S; idi
42
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This rule alters the state of the configuration, apart from evaluating the expression
to a value. The second and third arguments are written as permission set handles
in the surface syntax, but are evaluated to (a list of) permission set identifiers in
accordance to the evaluation context E. O is updated to contain the new object
(initialised with null-valued fields and mappings from the permission set handles
of the class c to the permission sets p as its visible permission sets), and P is
updated so that the permission set q contains the access permission token of the
new object.
Members of b are Boolean expressions. Only equality and inequality of values
(object-IDs or null) are considered. Booleans are evaluated in the context
B

::= [·]
|
E == E
|
E != E

using the simple rules
v = v0
hO; P ; L; S; v == vi → hO; P ; L; S; truei
v 6= v 0
hO; P ; L; S; v == v 0 i → hO; P ; L; S; falsei
v 6= v 0
hO; P ; L; S; v != v 0 i → hO; P ; L; S; truei
v = v0
hO; P ; L; S; v != v 0 i → hO; P ; L; S; falsei

4.2.3

(bool-eq-true)

(bool-eq-false)

(bool-neq-true)

(bool-neq-false)

Statements

Statements have no return values, and instead evaluate to new statements. sp
define statements that are used to manage access permission tokens and sets.
They are evaluated in the context
Sp

::=
|
|
|
|
|

[·]
t := token(E)
addPerm(t, Ep )
remPerm(t, Ep )
link(Ep , Ep )
unlink(Ep , Ep )

using the following rules:
ρ 6= τ
p 6∈ dom(P )
hO; P ; L; S; ρ := newSet()i → hO; P [p 7→ ∅]; L; S[ρ 7→ p]; skipi

(peval-newSet)

A new permission set handle may not have the name τ since it would overwrite
the handle to the primary permission set of the stack frame.
v 6= null
v ∈ dom(O)
v ∈ totalP ermissions(S)
hO; P ; L; S; t := token(v)i → hO; P ; L; S[t 7→ v]; skipi
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A token may not be extracted from an object if the top stack frame does not
hold the access permission token of that object in its total permission set.

t ∈ tokenHandles(S)
p ∈ dom(P )
hO; P ; L; S; addPerm(t, p)i → hO; P +p S(t); L; S; skipi

(peval-addPermission)

p ∈ dom(P )
q ∈ dom(P )
hO; P ; L; S; link(p, q)i → hO; P ; L ∪ {(p, q)}; S; skipi

t ∈ tokenHandles(S)
p ∈ dom(P )
P 0 = P −p S(t)
checkP ermissions(O, P 0 , L, S)
hO; P ; L; S; remPerm(t, p)i → hO; P 0 ; L; S; skipi

(peval-linkSets)

(peval-removePermission)

p ∈ dom(P )
q ∈ dom(P )
L0 = L − {(p, q)}
checkP ermissions(O, P, L0 , S)
hO; P ; L; S; unlink(p, q)i → hO; P ; L0 ; S; skipi

(peval-unlinkSets)

When removing permissions and unlinking sets, one must be careful not to end
up in a state where an object or stack frame references an object it does not have
permission to reference. The Boolean function checkP ermissions(O, P, L, S) is
true if and only if no objects and no stack frames hold references in their fields
or stack variables that are not permitted in the configuration hO; P ; L; Si. The
details of the function are not specified further, but its usefulness (as well as
alternative approaches) is discussed in Chapter 6.
Members of s are statements concerning assignment, method handling and
program flow. They are evaluated in the context T (to avoid confusion with the
stack S):
T

::=
|
|
|
|
|
|

[·]
x := E
x.f := E
x.m(E, Ep , Ep )
return(E)
if B then s else s
while B do s

using the following rules
v 6= null =⇒ v ∈ dom(O) ∧ v ∈ totalP ermissions(S)
hO; P ; L; S; x:= vi → hO; P ; L; S[x 7→ v]; skipi

(eval-varAssign)

A recurring pattern in the statement evaluation rules is the guarded premise
condition of the value v. If v is null, the assignment is valid no matter how
the rest of the system looks. If it is not null however, it must be the ID of an
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existing object, and the top stack frame must have permission to reference that
object.

x ∈ vars(S)
S(x) 6= null
S(x) ∈ dom(O)
f ∈ f ieldN ames(class(S(x)))
v 6= null =⇒


v ∈ dom(O) ∧ v ∈ totalP ermissions(S(x))


∧
v ∈ totalP ermissions(S)
hO; P ; L; S; x.f := vi → hO(S(x))[f 7→ v]; P ; L; S; skipi

(eval-fieldAssign)

When assigning an object to a field, the holder of the field must have permission
to access the object. To avoid situations where a stack frame assigns values that
it cannot read itself, the top stack frame must also have permission to reference
the assigned object.

x ∈ vars(S)
S(x) = id
id ∈ dom(O)
p ∈ dom(P )
q ∈ dom(P )
m ∈ dom(methods(class(id)))
(methods(class(id)))(m) = (γ, s)
|p| = |γ|
S 0 = [S, ({arg 7→ v, this 7→ id}, {τ 7→ q, γ 7→ p}, ∅)]
id ∈ totalP ermissions(S 0 )
v 6= null =⇒ v ∈ dom(O) ∧ v ∈ totalP ermissions(S 0 )
hO; P ; L; S; x.m(v, p, q)i → hO; P ; L; S 0 ; si

(eval-method)

When calling a method, the statement that makes up the body of the method
becomes the next statement to be evaluated, and a new stack frame is pushed
onto S. Its stack variables are extended with the mapping from the name arg
to the value v, and from the name this to S(x). The permission bindings of
the new stack frame are extended with a mapping from the handle τ to q (the
primary permission set of the stack frame), as well as mappings from the list of
permission set handles γ (the formal permission set arguments of the method)
to the permission sets p. The new stack frame must of course have permission
to reference both the argument object and the this-object.
S 0 = pop(S)
S 0 6= 
v 6= null =⇒ v ∈ dom(O) ∧ v ∈ totalP ermissions(S 0 )
hO; P ; L; S; return(v)i → hO; P ; L; S 0 [ret 7→ v]; skipi

(eval-return)

When returning, S is popped, and the stack variables of the new top stack frame
are extended with a mapping from the name ret to the return value v. The new
top frame must have the permission token of the returned object in its total
permission set (unless the returned value is null).
Sequencing of statements are handled by evaluating statements from the left:
hO; P ; L; S; s1 i → hO0 ; P 0 ; L0 ; S 0 ; s01 i
hO; P ; L; S; (s1 ;s2 )i → hO0 ; P 0 ; L0 ; S 0 ; (s01 ;s2 )i
hO; P ; L; S; (skip;s2 )i → hO; P ; L; S; s2 i
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If-statements are handled as one would expect:
hO; P ; L; S; if true then s1 else s2 i → hO; P ; L; S; s1 i
hO; P ; L; S; if false then s1 else s2 i → hO; P ; L; S; s2 i

(eval-if-true)
(eval-if-false)

While-loops are unrolled into if-statements:
hO; P ; L; S; while b do si →
hO; P ; L; S; if b then (s;while b do s) else skipi

4.2.4

(eval-while)

Error states

Whenever a statement or an expression is evaluated in a configuration that does
not fulfill the premise conditions of that operation, the execution reaches an error
state (from which no further transitions are possible). These are the different
error states of LAPS:
ClassError
VarError
NullError
FieldError
TokenError
SetError
MethodError
ArgumentError
StackError
PermissionError

A non-existing class was used
A non-initialised variable was read
A null-reference was dereferenced
A non-existing field was read
A non-initialised permission token handle was used
A non-initialised permission set handle was used
A non-existing method was called
The number of permission set arguments did not match
the number of formal permission set arguments of a method
The stack was emptied
A non-permitted reference exists

Out of these error states, PermissionError is the most interesting one, since it
is used to halt execution of a program that breaks the access permission invariant
(i.e. contains disallowed references). The other error states are included for
completeness and to be able to prove other important properties of the language,
such as progress. Some theoretical errors that can never occur in the language
are however ignored for brevity. For example, it is impossible to get hand of an
ID that is not in the domain of O.
An error state is written simply as the name of the error state in bold-face,
but is really the configuration h∅; ∅; ∅; ; ErrorNamei. If a sub-expression of a
statement (for example the right-hand side of an assignment) evaluate to an
error state, the whole statement evaluates to that error state. The evaluation
rules also specify an order of priority if there are more than one source of error in
a statement or expression. The evaluation rules of the error states are presented
in Appendix A.

4.2.5

Initial and Final Configuration

Since there are no statements that are not part of a method, a program in this
language is completely defined by its classes C. For simplicity, the existence of
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a class M ain with a method main, which serves as the starting point for the
program, is assumed in all programs. The existence of the top-level class T op is
also assumed.
To call the main-method, an instance of the class M ain must exist, and the
top stack frame must have a reference to that object. For the stack frame to be
allowed to reference the instance of M ain, it must have access to the permission
token of that object. To that end, the existence of a permission set pmain ,
containing only the permission token of the instance of M ain, is assumed. pmain
is used as the primary permission set of the top stack frame. No links are needed
to call main.
The initial configuration confinit is the minimal configuration needed to call
main:
C ⊃ {T op 7→ (⊥, ∅, ∅, [τ ]), M ain 7→ (T op, ∅, MM ain , [τ ])}
MM ain = {main 7→ ([], s; return(null))}
O = {idmain 7→ (M ain, ∅, {τ 7→ pmain })}
P = {pmain 7→ {idmain }}
L=∅
S = [, ({this 7→ idmain }, {τ 7→ pmain }, ∅)]
confinit = hO; P ; L; S; this.main(null, [], τ )i
After main returns, there are no more statements to evaluate. so the program
reaches its final configuration:
conff inal = hO0 ; P 0 ; L0 ; S 0 ; skipi
skip (the result of the evaluation of the last return-statement) is the only
statement that does not have an evaluation rule, so no further transitions are
possible from this configuration. Section 4.3 proves that all programs will either
evaluate to the final configuration above, or end up in an error state.

4.3

Properties of LAPS

This section presents some important and interesting properties of LAPS. It
proves that execution of a program will always end in a final configuration or an
error state, and that execution of a well-formed program will never reach a state
where an object or stack frame references an object it does not have permission
to reference. It also proves that a program that reaches a final configuration will
reach an equivalent configuration if all information about permission tokens and
sets are ignored during execution.

4.3.1

Well-Formedness

To denote well-formedness, the following notation is used:
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e is well-formed
e is well-formed with respect to f
e is well-formed with respect to f if the premise conditions p all hold

The premise conditions p may in turn be other conditions of well-formedness [7,16].

Classes
Since a program is defined by its classes C, it is well-formed if C is also wellformed. The class table C of a program is well-formed if all its classes are
well-formed and it contains the class T op:
(T op 7→ (⊥, ∅, ∅, [τ ])) ∈ C
∀c ∈ dom(C − {T op 7→ (⊥, ∅, ∅, [τ ])}) .C ` C(c)
`C

(wf-classTable)

Since C is a (partial) function from class names, there will never exist two classes
with the same name.
A single class is well-formed with respect to its class table if its superclass is an
existing class and it inherits all the fields, methods and permission set handles
from that superclass:
sc ∈ dom(C)
F ⊇ f ieldN ames(sc)
M ⊇ methods(sc)
γ ⊇ setHandles(sc)
C ` (sc, F, M, γ)

(wf-class)

The configuration of a well-formed program is well-formed if each part of the
configuration is well-formed:
P, L, C ` O

O`P
P `L
C ` hO; P ; L; Si

O, P, L ` S

Objects
The heap O of a system is well-formed if all its objects are well-formed:
∀id ∈ dom(O) . O, P, L, C ` O(id)
P, L, C ` O

(wf-heap)

A single object is well-formed if its class is the name of a class in the program,
the object implements that class, and its fields and permission set handles map
to IDs and permission sets that are in the system. It must also have permission
to access all the objects in its fields.
c ∈ dom(C)
dom(F ) = f ieldN ames(c)
dom(FP ) = setHandles(c)
∀v ∈ rng(F ) . v 6= null =⇒ v ∈ dom(O)
∀p ∈ rng(FP ) . p ∈ dom(P )
∀v ∈ rng(F ) . v 6= null =⇒ v ∈ reach(FP (τ ))
O, P, L, C ` (c, F, FP )
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Since all classes contain τ in their list of permission set bindings and dom(FP ) =
setHandles(c), the lookup FP (τ ) is always defined in a well-formed system.

Permission Sets and Links
The permission sets P are well-formed as long as all the permission tokens in
them are tokens of existing objects:
∀p ∈ dom(P ) . P (p) ⊆ {id | id ∈ dom(O)}
O`P

(wf-sets)

The links L of a system are well-formed as long as both ends of each link are
existing permission sets:
∀(p, q) ∈ L . p ∈ dom(P ) ∧ q ∈ dom(P )
P `L

(wf-links)

Call Stack
The call stack is well-formed if all of its stack frames are well-formed.
∀T ∈ S . O, P, L ` T
O, P, L ` S

(wf-stack)

A single stack frame is well-formed if all its stack variables refer to existing
objects (or null), all its permission set handles are bound to existing permission
sets, and all its permission token handles are bound to permission tokens of
existing objects. Its stack variables must map this to an existing object, the
permission set bindings must include τ , and the frame must have permission to
reference all of the values of its stack variables.
this ∈ dom(X)
X(this) ∈ dom(O)
∀v ∈ rng(X) . v 6= null =⇒ v ∈ dom(O)
τ ∈ dom(SB)
∀p ∈ rng(SB) . p ∈ dom(P )
∀t ∈ rng(T B) . t ∈ {id | id ∈ dom(O)}
∀v ∈ rng(X) . v 6= null =⇒ 

reach(SB(τ )) ∪
v∈
totalP ermissions(X(this))
O, P, L ` (X, SB, T B)

(wf-stackFrame)

Well-Formedness of Error States
Since all error states is defined as h∅; ∅; ∅; ; ErrorNamei, these configurations
are trivially well-formed by construction.
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Proofs

This section proves some important properties of LAPS. The proofs are only
sketched here for brevity, but the full proofs are included in Appendix B. All
proofs assume the existence of a well-formed class table C.
Theorem 1: Progress
Execution of a program will never get stuck. In a well-formed configuration that
is not an error state, all unevaluated expressions and all statements except skip
can be evaluated one step, resulting in a configuration that is also well-formed. If
the new configuration is not an error state, the value of an evaluated expression
is null, or exists in the new domains of O or P .

Well-Formedness assumption: C ` hO; P ; L; Si
∀hO; P ; L; S; expi . exp ∈ {e, ep } . exp 6= null =⇒

 hO; P ; L; S; expi → hO0 ; P 0 ; L0 ; S 0 ; exp0 i
C ` hO0 ; P 0 ; L0 ; S 0 i
∃hO0 ; P 0 ; L0 ; S 0 ; exp0 i .

exp0 6= null =⇒ exp0 ∈ dom(O0 ) ∨ exp0 ∈ dom(P 0 )
∀hO; P ; L; S; stati . stat ∈ {s, sp } . stat 6= skip =⇒

hO; P ; L; S; stati → hO0 ; P 0 ; L0 ; S 0 ; stat0 i
0
0
0
0
0
∃hO ; P ; L ; S ; stat i .
C ` hO0 ; P 0 ; L0 ; S 0 i
Proof Sketch:
The theorem is proven by inspecting the evaluation rules of each expression and
statement. If the premise conditions of the evaluation rule do not hold, the
resulting configuration is one of the error states (see Section 4.2.4 and Appendix
A), which are all well-formed by construction. If the premise conditions hold, they
are used together with the well-formedness assumption to prove well-formedness
of the resulting configuration, and that all lookups (in O, P, L or S) are valid.
When evaluating expressions, the assumption and premise conditions are also
used to show that the value corresponds to an existing permission set or object,
or is null.
The expressions ρ, x.ρ, x and x.f do not have side effects. Therefore, only the
existence of the value and validness of all lookups needs to be proven. A call
to new changes the configuration by extending the heap O with a new object,
and the permission sets P with the permission token of the object. Since no
other object refers to the new object at the moment of creation, proving wellformedness of the new object is enough to imply well-formedness of the new
heap.
By construction, the new object implements its class. Since the fields are all
initialised to null, the object trivially does not hold any disallowed references.
By the premise conditions of (expr-new), the arguments of new(c, p, q) are all
valid. Thus, the new object (and the heap) well-formed.
Sequencing, equality checks, if-statements and while-loops do not change the configuration, and the premise conditions of their evaluation rules can never be false.
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They therefore trivially satisfy the theorem (by the well-formedness assumption).
Many of the statements modify one or more parts of the configuration. The
unmodified parts remain well-formed by the well-formedness assumption, while
the well-formedness of the modified parts is proven using the premise conditions
together with the well-formedness assumption.
As an example of proofs on statements, consider the proof for method calls
x.m(v, p, q) (eval-method). Assuming the premise conditions hold, the called
method and its formal permission set arguments γ are looked up in the class
of the object referenced by x. The call stack S is extended with a new stack
frame, that has permission set bindings from γ to p (which are all existing
permission sets). The primary permission set of the stack frame is q (also an
existing permission set).
The new stack frame also has variable mappings from arg to v and from this
to S(x). The premise conditions state that x ∈ vars(S), that both S(x) and v
are existing objects (v can also be null), and that the access permission tokens
of both objects are in the total permission set of the new stack frame. The
original stack S is well-formed by assumption, and since all (both) references
are permitted, and the stack variables refer to existing objects or null, and all
permission set handles refer to existing sets, the new stack frame is also wellformed. This implies that the whole stack is well-formed, and since the rest of
the configuration is well-formed by assumption, the whole resulting configuration
is well-formed, proving the theorem for (eval-method).
The statements that remove permission tokens from permission sets or unlink
sets are a little different from the rest. Proving that the resulting permission
sets P 0 and links L0 are well-formed is trivial since the only conditions on their
well-formedness concern single permission tokens and links (removing one token
or link cannot corrupt another). However, they can potentially affect any object
or stack frame in the configuration by forbidding already existing references.
The checkP ermissions-function in their premise conditions guarantee that no
disallowed references exist in the resulting configuration.
Corollary 1.1: Partial Correctness
A well-formed program will either end up in the final configuration, or in an
error state, assuming all loops and recursive functions terminate.

confinit →

∗

`C
hO; P ; L; S; skipi
C ` hO; P ; L; Si
∨
confinit →∗ ES

where ES ∈

and →∗

{ClassError, VarError, NullError, FieldError,
TokenError, SetError, MethodError, ArgumentError,
StackError, PermissionError}
is iterative application of evaluation rules

Proof Sketch:
Induction over the evaluation rules using Theorem 1 as the induction hypothesis
gives that evaluation from any well-formed state will end up in a final configuration or an error state (using the assumption of termination). By proving the
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that the initial configuration confinit is well-formed, the partial correctness of
any well-formed program is implied.
Corollary 1.2: Permission Invariant
A well-formed program will never reach a configuration where an object or stack
frame holds a reference to an object it does not possess the access permission
token of.
Proof:
In a well-formed configuration, all objects and stack frames possess the proper
permissions. When an object or a stack frame acquires a reference to an object,
the evaluation rules state that the correct permissions must be present in order
to end up in a well-formed configuration (that is not an error state). If such a
configuration is reached after the operation, induction over the evaluation rules
using Theorem 1 as the induction hypothesis guarantees that further evaluation
will preserve well-formedness. It is easy to see that the initial configuration only
contains allowed references, implying that all well-formed programs will satisfy
the permission invariant.
It is important to note that Corollary 1.2 does not imply that all well-formed
programs will avoid permission errors. It only states that if a statement in a wellformed configuration breaks the permission invariant, the resulting configuration
is an error state, and not a stuck state or a configuration where an un-permitted
reference exists.
Theorem 2: Permissions Do Not Affect Control Flow
The objects and fields in the heap of a final configuration do not depend on the
permission sets, tokens or links of the program.
Proof:
Inspection of the evaluation rules shows that the permission sets P and links L
cannot affect the program flow in any way. Apart from modifying P and L, the
only way permissions can affect the system is when a broken premise condition
results in PermissionError. A program that does not reach an error state
will thus create the same objects and assign the same fields during execution,
regardless of permission sets and links.
If a program ends up in a final configuration, the heap of the this configuration
will contain the same objects and the same references between these objects as
if all occurrences of ep and sp were removed from the program, and all premise
conditions concerning permissions were assumed to be true.

4.3.3

Summary

Theorem 1 and its corollaries state that a well-formed program of LAPS will
never get stuck in execution, and will always end up in a final configuration
or an error state. It also shows that LAPS correctly enforces the permission
invariants of access permission sets; in a well-formed configuration, the stack
and heap respects the access control policies specified by the access permission
sets of the current configuration.
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An implication of Theorem 2 is that LAPS can be used to check the access
permission properties of a program written in another language. If the program
is translated into LAPS (with appropriate usage of permission sets to implement
its aliasing policies) and evaluates to a final configuration, it means that no
disallowed references were made in the translated program. Since an equivalent
final configuration (with the same objects and field values) is reached without
reasoning about permission tokens and sets, the original program cannot have
violated any of its aliasing policies either.
Having formally defined LAPS and proven some of its properties in this chapter,
Chapter 5 will now show how concepts from other languages are translated into
LAPS in practice.
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Chapter 5

Practical Evaluation
This chapter evaluates the usefulness of LAPS by translating parts of some
existing languages, so as to express their access control policies using access
permission sets. It shows the potential of using LAPS as a common platform for
comparing the aliasing properties of languages originally formulated in different
settings.

5.1

Translating into LAPS

The main contribution of the access permission set framework is not a user-level
programming language, but rather a language for expressing and comparing
aliasing management techniques. This chapter shows how LAPS is used in
practice by implementing some of the models presented in Chapter 3. The focus
of the language is expressing aliasing policies and modeling the heap of a system.
Therefore, details such as type soundness and primitive values are left for the
source language to handle.
The examples take concepts and operations from some different object-oriented
languages and show how they can be translated into LAPS. The main intuition
of the translated systems is that the permission sets and links (P and L) express
what kind of aliasing is allowed in the system. In other words, they implement
the aliasing policy of the source language. The heap (O) should always reflect the
heap of the source language, so that their object graphs are equivalent (contain
the same objects and references).
For readability, some abuse of the formal syntax of LAPS will be tolerated. For
example, permission set handles have normal names prefixed with “set_” instead
of using Greek letters. The handle to the primary permission set of objects and
stack frames is however still always named τ , as in Chapter 4. As a very simple
introduction, here is how to translate the simple concept of an assignment from
a method call (from for example Java):
Java
y = x.m(z)

LAPS
x.m(z, set_mArgs, set_mP rim);
y:= ret
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When the method m returns, the return value is bound to the name ret, and
can be assigned to the variable y. The permission set binding set_mP rim and
the list set_mArgs are assumed to have been created earlier in the program.
They are not important for this particular translation.
As a reminder on the syntax of LAPS, here is a slightly more complex example
with the implementation of multi-argument methods. As mentioned in Section 4.1.5, the arguments can be stored in the fields of an aggregate object that
is passed as the argument. For a double-argument method, we create a tuple
object to hold the two arguments, using a class T uple with fields fst and snd.
The primary permission set of an object must always be specified on creation.
To this end we create a new permission set and add to it the permission tokens
of the objects that are to be stored in the tuple. The permission token of the
actual tuple object is added to the primary permission set of the top stack frame
on object creation to allow it to be referenced. To allow the method to receive
the object, the same token is also added to the primary permission set of the
stack frame of the method. This will not break any aliasing invariants of the
system since the stack frame must still have separate permission to access the
fields of the tuple.
Since this example might give a programmer-hostile impression, it is worth
reiterating that the language is not meant to be used as a user-level programming
language. The syntax is designed for evaluation simplicity rather than codeconciseness. The fact that multi-argument functions can be expressed in the
system is enough to allow such constructs in the source language.
Java

y = x.m(y, z)

LAPS
C ⊃ {T uple 7→ (T op, {fst, snd}, ∅, [τ ])}
set_tupP rim := newSet();
ty := token(y); tz := token(z);
addPerm(ty , set_tupP rim);
addPerm(tz , set_tupP rim);
tup:= new(T uple, [set_tupP rim], τ );
tup.fst:= y; tup.snd:= z;
ttup := token(tup);
addPerm(ttup , set_mP rim);
x.m(tup, set_mArgs, set_mP rim);
y:= ret

As before, set_mArgs and set_mP rim are assumed to be existing bindings.
In the body of the method m, the arguments x and y are extracted by reading
arg.fst and arg.snd.

5.1.1

Example 1: An All-permitting Language

An object-oriented system without any aliasing restrictions (for example Java)
can be expressed simply by using only one permission set. This permission set
will be the primary permission set of all objects and stack frames, and is the
set to which the permission token of all new objects are added. This way, all
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the configuration of a system where all objects and stack
frames share the same permission set pmain . Permission errors are impossible in
this system.

objects and stack frames will trivially have the tokens of all objects in their total
permission sets, meaning that a permission error is impossible.
The main method is the entry point of a program, so it makes sense to use
the primary permission set of its stack frame as the ubiquitous permission set.
Whenever a method is called, this set is passed as the primary permission set of
the new stack frame. In all stack frames, the set will thus always be accessible
through the permission set handle τ . The necessary translations when creating
new objects and calling methods are trivial:
Java
K x = new K()
x.m(y)

LAPS
x:= new(K, [τ ], τ )
x.m(y, [], τ )

The call to new in the right column specifies that the primary permission set of
the new object will be the same as the primary permission set of the current
top stack frame (mapped to by τ ), and that the same set will also hold the
permission token of the new object. The method call passes no permission set
arguments but sets the primary permission set of the new stack frame to the
same set as the primary permission set of the current top stack frame. The
system is illustrated in Figure 5.1.

5.1.2

Example 2: Ownership Types

In systems using ownership types, every object defines a “box” containing its
owned objects [9]. Each object has exactly one owner and may only reference
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A

B.owner
A.this
B

B.this

Figure 5.2: An ownership relation “A owns B” with ownership boxes denoted
using keywords this (the box of the current this) and owner (the box of the
object owning the current this). The keywords are context specific, so the
owner-box of B is the this-box of A.

objects in the same box. In nested boxes, references may pass outwards in the
nested hierarchy but not inwards (see figure 2.1).
When translating ownership types, each ownership box is represented by a
permission set containing the permission tokens of the objects in the box. To
implement box nesting, the permission set of a box is also linked to the permission
set of the enclosing box. Having access to the objects in a box also gives access
to the objects of all enclosing boxes. The primary permission set of an object
represents the ownership box defined by that object, meaning that the object
has permission to reference all objects in its box. See Section 3.2.1 for a more
detailed motivation of this translation.

Classes
In the code of a program using ownership types, the owner of an object is
specified in its type. In classes, one needs to be able to reason about owners
before they have been instantiated. A common method is using the keywords
this to mean the box of the current this, and owner to mean the box of the
object owning the current this (see Figure 5.2). An object can also be given
permission to reference boxes external to its owner’s box by parameterising the
classes with formal owners, which are then instantiated on object creation [3, 8].
When creating an object, the first owner parameter is the owner of the object.
For example, instances of a class defined as class List<owner, data>{. . . } can
name an owner called data, as well as this and owner. In a typical ownership
types system (e.g. Joline [8]), one would write new f oo : Listhbari() to mean a
new instance of List owned by f oo, with bar as the owner parameter bound to
data in that instance.
The formal owner parameters of a class can be seen as handles to ownership
boxes. This is modeled in LAPS by using the visible permission sets of the
class; a class in the translated language specifies a permission set handle for each
formal owner parameter of the source language:
Joline
LAPS

class List howner, datai extends Seq{. . . }
List 7→ (Seq, . . . , [τ, set_owner, set_data])
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In the class List, τ (the primary permission set) is used to denote the permission
set representing the owner this. The handle set_owner represents the owner
owner, and the handle set_data represents the formal owner parameter data.
Extending to multiple formal owner parameters is straightforward.

Creating Objects
When creating an object, the formal owners of its class are instantiated with real
owners. In the translation this means that permission set handles are bound to
existing permission sets. Notably, the permission set representing the ownership
box of the new object must be created and linked to the owner of the new object,
before the object is created.
In the following examples, we assume that the class List is defined as above,
and that there also exists a class F oo:
Joline
LAPS

class F oo howneri extends Bar{. . . }
F oo 7→ (Bar, . . . , [τ, set_owner])

When specifying the owner parameters of new objects in the source language, the
corresponding permission set handles are looked up in the current context object
(this) in LAPS. The owner this is represented by the permission set bound to
this.τ , the owner owner by the permission set bound to this.set_owner, etc.
Recall that the operation new(K, ρ, σ) creates an instance of class K, using the
permission sets bound to the list ρ to instantiate the visible permission sets of
the object. The first permission set of the list is used as the primary permission
set of the object. Finally, the permission token of the new object is added to σ.
In the translated system, the new-operation will have the form new(K, [ρ, σ, γ], σ).
ρ is bound to the permission set representing the box of the new object and σ is
bound to the permission set representing the box of its owner (and is therefore
also the set to which the permission token of the new object is added). The
remaining permission set handles γ are bound to the permission sets representing
any owner parameters of the class.
Joline
In a method of List:
this : F oo x = new this : F oo()

In a method of List:
owner : F oo x =
new owner : F oo()

LAPS
set_newBox := newSet();
link(set_newBox, this.τ );
x:= new(F oo,
[set_newBox,
this.τ ], this.τ )
set_newBox := newSet();
link(set_newBox, this.set_owner);
x:= new(F oo,
[set_newBox,
this.set_owner], this.set_owner)
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Joline

LAPS
set_newBox := newSet();
link(set_newBox, this.τ );
x:= new(List,
[set_newBox, this.τ,
this.set_owner], this.τ )

In a method of F oo:
this : F oo x =
new this : Listhowneri()

It is worth noting that the permission set representing the ownership box of the
new object is created outside of the object and bound to a handle (set_newBox
above). This allows it to be passed to the new object, and simplifies linking. To
maintain the encapsulation properties of the system, the permission set handle
must not be used after the object’s creation. This is easy to guarantee in a
translation since the source language cannot affect how permission set handles
are used.
The objects in the top of the ownership hierarchy are owned by the special
owner world, which can be implemented using a permission set, just like all
other ownership boxes. As in Section 5.1.1, the primary permission set of the
stack frame of the main-method can be used for this purpose.
The resulting system is like the one depicted in Figure 3.3, with the addition
that every object has a number of visible permission sets representing the owner
parameters of the object’s class. An illustration is shown in Figure 5.3.

5.1.3

Example 3: Universe Types

Universe types are similar to ownership types, in that each object obj defines one
universe Uobj and belongs to exactly one universe. An object has write access
only to the objects living in the same universe as itself, or in the universe defined
by the object itself. One difference from ownership types is that universes do
not nest. If B lives in UA and C lives in UB , C does not have write access A or
B (as it would in ownership types). Another difference is that objects may have
read-only references to any object [13].
In Generic Universe Types (GUT) [14], the universe an object belongs to is
specified in the type of its references, using one of the type modifiers rep, peer
and any. rep specifies that the object belongs to universe of the current this,
peer that it belongs to the same universe as the current this, and any that it may
belong to any universe. Since an any-reference may reside outside of the current
universe, no modifying operations are allowed through it (this type modifier is
called readonly in [13]). Consider the following class K which exemplifies all
three type modifiers of GUT:
class K{
rep f oo;
peer bar;
any baz;
...
}
Here, all instances of K have three fields; f oo, pointing to an object owned by
the universe of the instance, bar, pointing to an object belonging to the same
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(a) A snapshot of a system using ownership types. The objects A and C are owned by
world. B is owned by A, and is therefore protected from external access from C.
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(b) An illustration of the snapshot above, after the system has been translated into
LAPS. o is short for set_owner. This protection of B is maintained in the translation
since B is not in the total permission set of C.

Figure 5.3

universe as the instance, and baz, pointing to an object owned by any universe.
In [14], the operation new rep K creates a new instance of K owned by the
universe of this (or the same universe as this for peer). Creating a new object
with the type modifier any would not make sense and is not allowed.
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Classes and Objects
A universe is quite naturally modelled with a permission set containing the
permission tokens of its inhabitants. Each object links its primary permission
set to the permission set representing the universe it belongs to as well as the
permission set of its own universe. This gives the object permission to reference
the objects in these universes. In Section 3.2.5, each object was said to hold two
permission sets L and U , where L was used exclusively for linking. Here, this
is implemented by letting each primary permission set link to the U -set of its
object and also act as its L-set.
In order to translate the keywords rep and peer, each class in the translated
system needs a handle set_rep to its own universe and a handle set_peer to
the universe it lives in:
Generic Universe Types
class K extends SK{. . . }

LAPS
K 7→ (SK, . . . , [τ, set_rep, set_peer])

When creating a new object, the permission set representing the universe of
the new object must first be created, and the primary permission set of the
new object created and linked as specified above. In the translated system,
all new-operations will have the form new(K, [ρ, µ, o], o). ρ is bound to the
primary permission set of the new object, and µ is bound the permission set
representing the universe defined by the new object (its rep-universe). o is
bound to the permission set representing the universe that owns the new object
(its peer-universe).
GUT

rep K x =
new rep K()

peer K x =
new peer K()

LAPS
set_newP rimary := newSet();
set_newU := newSet();
link(set_newP rimary, set_newU );
link(set_newP rimary, this.set_rep);
x:= new(K,
[set_newP rimary, set_newU, this.set_rep]
this.set_rep)
set_newP rimary := newSet();
set_newU := newSet();
link(set_newP rimary, set_newU );
link(set_newP rimary, this.set_peer);
x:= new(K,
[set_newP rimary, set_newU, this.set_peer]
this.set_peer)

Read-only References
Read-only constructs of (for example) Universes can be modeled in the access
permission set model by introducing a token giving only read permission. Here,
they are introduced informally with the operation r := readToken(v), that
extracts a read permission token vr ∈ R from the value v and binds it to the
read permission token handle r ∈ XR .
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Having the read permission token of an object in ones total permission set gives
permission to reference that object, read its fields, but not to write to them (see
Section 6.2.1 for a discussion on how to handle method calls). This means that
most operations on objects require one of the two kinds of tokens, for example:
v 6= null =⇒ v ∈ dom(O) ∧ {vr , v} ∩ totalP ermissions(S) 6= ∅
hO; P ; L; S; x:= vi → hO; P ; L; S[x 7→ v]; skipi

(eval-varAssign)

Writing to the field of an object however specifically requires the “normal” access
permission token of the object being changed. Since a field write is always
performed in a method (like all other operations) it is the stack frame that needs
access to the token:
id ∈ totalP ermissions(S)
v
6= null =⇒


v ∈ dom(O) ∧ {vr , v} ∩ totalP ermissions(id) 6= ∅


∧
{vr , v} ∩ totalP ermissions(S) 6= ∅
hO; P ; L; S; x.f := vi → hO(S(x))[f 7→ v]; P ; L; S; skipi
S(x) = id

(eval-fieldAssign)

(Premise conditions on variable and field existence have been omitted for brevity)
In the implementation sketch of universes in Section 3.2.5, there is a stand-alone
set R containing the read tokens of all objects. All objects link their primary
permissions sets to this set. R can be made globally visible by creating it in
the beginning of the main-method and passing it as a permission set argument
set_R to all methods. After object creation, the read token can be extracted
from the object and added to R using that handle:
GUT

rep K x =
new rep K()

LAPS
. . . [same as above]. . .
link(set_newP rimary, set_R);
x:= new(K,
[set_newP rimary, set_newU, this.set_rep]
this.set_rep);
r := readToken(x);
addPerm(r, set_R)

The top-level universe Utop can be handled in a similar fashion as R, or as the
permission set representing the owner world in the translation of ownership
types. The resulting system is illustrated in Figure 5.4.

5.1.4

Example 4: Ownership Domains

Ownership Domains is a generalisation of ownership types. It allows each object
to declare a number of domains, similar to the boxes of classic ownership types.
Each object belongs to exactly one domain and may reference objects in the
same domain and objects in the domains it has declared. Domains can be
(non-transitively) linked, giving objects in the first domain access to the objects
in the second domain. Domains can also be declared public, giving access to
anyone with access to the object declaring the public domain.
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A

C

Utop

B

(a) A snapshot of a system using universe types. The objects A and C belongs to the
top-level universe Utop . B belongs to A’s universe. B and C are in different universes
and may only have read references to each other.
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(b) An illustration of the snapshot above, after the system has been translated into
LAPS. The handles r and p are short for set_rep, and set_peer. To avoid cluttering,
arrows from τ -handles to the primary permission sets pA , pB and pC are omitted. Each
primary permission set is linked to the universe of its object as well as the universe
owning its object. They also link to R, giving unrestricted read access to all objects.

Figure 5.4

As specified in Section 3.2.6, the translation of ownership domains is done by
using two access permission sets per domain, which we will call D and L. D
contains the permission tokens of the objects in the domain, and L is used to
link to the D-sets of the domains that the current domain has a domain link to.

Classes
In Alias Java [1], the domains declared by an object and the domain links to and
from its domains is specified by its class. All class instances declare a default
domain owned, and can name its own owner using the domain name owner.
Like in the ownership type system explained in Section 5.1.2, a class may be also
parameterised with a number of formal domains, that are instantiated on object
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creation. Consider the following class K which exemplifies these concepts:
class Khbazi{
domain f oo;
public domain bar;
link bar -> owned;
link f oo -> baz;
...
}
Every instance of the class K declares one private domain f oo and one public
domain bar. It also takes one domain parameter, called baz. There is a link
from bar to the implicit domain owned and a link from f oo to the domain
parameter baz. In the translation, each class must have handles to the D and
L-sets representing the domains visible to the class. The class K would thus be
translated into the following class in LAPS:
K 7→ (SK, . . . ,
[τ, set_ownerD, set_ownerL, set_ownedD, set_ownedL,
set_f ooD, set_f ooL, set_barD, set_barL, set_bazD, set_bazL])
Translating classes with an arbitrary number of declared domains and domain
parameters is straightforward. Each pair of D and L-handles are instantiated
with permission sets on object creation. This is also when the domain linking is
translated.
Creating Objects
In Alias Java, the domain an object belongs to is specified in its type:
owned Khowneri x = new Khowneri creates an instance of K that belongs
to the domain owned (of the current this), and that uses the domain that owns
the current this (denoted by the domain owner) as the domain parameter. Alias
Java has restrictions on how domains may be passed around and linked, but these
details are ignored here since we are assuming the programs we are translating
are well-formed.
In the translation, all objects owned by a domain has links from their primary
permission set to both the D-set and L-set of that domain. Objects also link
their primary permission set to the D-sets of the domains they declare. Finally,
the D-set of a public domain declared by an object obj is linked to from the
D-set of the domain owning obj. See Section 3.2.6 for a more detailed description
of this translation.
The following steps are taken when creating a new object:
1. The primary permission set of the new object is created and is linked to
the D- and L-set of the domain the object belongs to, giving it access to
all other objects in the domain, as well as the linked domains.
2. The sets representing the domain owned is created. The primary permission
set is linked to the D-set of owned to give the new object access to the
(future) objects in that domain.
3. The private domains are created in the same way as the owned-domain.
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4. The public domains are created in the same way as the private domains,
but also get links to their D-sets from the D-set of the domain owning the
new object. See Section 3.2.6 for a motivation of this.
5. For each domain link d1 → d2 , the L-set of d1 is linked to the D-set of d2 .
Note that the domains can be any domains visible to the class K.
6. The object is created. The first permission set handle is the primary
permission set, and each pair of handles following it represents the domains
visible to the object. The permission token of the new object is added to
the D-set of the owning domain.
Since the links are already set up properly (and will not change during the
life-time of the object), keeping the order of the set handles and knowing
which domains are public is no longer necessary. As long as the domain
represented by each handle pair is remembered for future translations (this
can be looked up in the translated class), no further information is needed.
As an example, consider the class K and its translation from before. Creating
an instance of K with the owning domain owned, and the domain owner as the
parameter is translated following the same steps as above:
Alias Java owned Khowneri x = new Khowneri
LAPS
1. Creating the primary permission set
set_newP rimary := newSet();
link(set_newP rimary, this.set_ownedD);
link(set_newP rimary, this.set_ownedL);
2. Creating the private domain owned
set_newOwnedD := newSet();
set_newOwnedL := newSet();
link(set_newP rimary, set_ownedD);
3. Creating the private domain f oo
set_newF ooD := newSet();
set_newF ooL := newSet();
link(set_newP rimary, set_f ooD);
4. Creating the public domain bar
set_newBarD := newSet();
set_newBarL := newSet();
link(set_newP rimary, set_newBarD);
link(this.set_ownedD, set_newBarD);
5. Setting up the domain links
link(set_newBarL, set_newOwnedD);
link(set_newF ooL, this.set_ownerD);
6. Creating the object
new(K,
[set_newP rimary, this.set_ownedD, this.set_ownedL,
set_newOwnedD, set_newOwnedL,
set_newF ooD, set_newF ooL,
set_newBarD, set_newBarL,
this.set_ownerD, this.set_ownerL],
this.set_owned)
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As with ownership types, there is a top-level domain, called shared. Since a
domain is represented by two permission sets, the former trick of using the
primary permission set of the stack frame of main is not possible. Instead,
the main-method must begin by creating two sets and bind them to handles
set_sharedD and set_sharedL, that can then be used and passed around
wherever they are needed.
The resulting system is illustrated in Figure 5.5.

5.2

Results

The examples in this chapter show that LAPS can be used as a platform for
implementing alias control techniques. By translating concepts from different
source languages (here we chose Java, Joline, Generic Universe Types and Alias
Java), the aliasing properties of these languages can be compared, using access
permission sets as a common tool of reasoning.
For example, There are some intuitive similarities between Ownership types and
Universe types, since they both group objects with similar aliasing properties
together in some kind of boxes. In LAPS we clearly see that these boxes can be
represented by single permission sets in both systems, but that the permissions
propagate differently between sets. With Ownership types, the permission
set representing the box could be the primary set of the owning object, while
with Universe types, it had to be external to the object to avoid too generous
permission propagation (having access to the universe of an object does not
imply getting the same access permission as that object).
Ownership domains are similar to Universe types in that the permission set
representing a domain (also a kind of box) must be external to the object
declaring the domain (again because of restrictions on permission propagation).
An object may however declare several domains, and specify permission additional
propagation properties between them. For this, two permission sets must be
used per domain to separate the permission given to the objects in a domain
from the permission given to objects that may access this domain.
For each object in LAPS, the references it is allowed to hold is expressed by its
total permission set. The total permission set of an object is easily calculated
by merging all permission sets reachable from the primary permission set of the
object (pid in the illustrations of the examples). The links between permission
sets show how permissions propagate through the system. The permission
propagation effects of links and public domains in a system using Ownership
domains are clearly visible from the access permission sets in the translation.
These translations also show the generality of LAPS and that the mechanisms
of access permission sets are completely separate from the policies they are able
to implement. LAPS has no built-in notion of ownership, universes or ownership
domains, but can still express these concepts and achieve the same aliasing
properties as their source languages (albeit dynamically).
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(a) A snapshot of a system using ownership domains. The object A declares a private
domain f oo and a public domain bar. There is also a domain link from f oo to bar. B
belongs to f oo, and C belongs to bar. A and D belong to the top-level domain shared.
D may reference C since C resides in a public domain, but not B, since it resides in a
private domain. B may reference C because of the domain link from f oo to bar.
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(b) An illustration of the snapshot above, after the system has been translated into LAPS.
oD and oL is short for set_ownerD and set_ownerL. shD is short for set_sharedD.
Many permission set handles, and arrows from permission set handles, are omitted to
avoid cluttering. For example, all τ -handles should have arrows to its object’s primary
permission set, the oD and oL handles should point to the D- and L-sets of the domain
owning its object, and A should (among other things) also contain handles f ooL and
barL.

Figure 5.5
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Discussion
6.1

General Discussion

This section discusses the contribution, results and limitations of this thesis. It
also compares permission tokens with capabilities and discusses how permission
can be interpreted.

6.1.1

Contribution

The goal of this thesis is to develop a framework that allows the modeling of
new and existing alias management systems in an object-oriented setting. An
important side-effect of the work is that the framework can also serve as an
underlying meta-theoretical model of new and existing systems. The “metatheoretical” part is important, since the mechanisms of the current framework
are not meant to be implemented in a real programming language, but rather
to be used as a tool for reasoning about the access permission of objects on a
theoretical level.
The basic concepts of the framework should be easy to understand for anyone
with some experience of object-oriented programming and basic set theory. Each
object has a corresponding access permission token, and to reference an object
one must first possess its access permission token. The tokens are stored in sets,
so instead of possessing individual tokens, objects have access to one or more of
these permission sets (and all tokens in them). Finally, sets may be linked, so
that access to the first set also implies access to the second set.
This thesis searches for simple fundamental mechanisms of access control, and
the above paragraph is really all that is needed to use the framework for informal
reasoning. As shown in Chapter 3, the simple mechanisms of access permission
sets can be used to implement a wide variety of alias management policies. Systems implementing these policies are often described using different terminology
and approaches (sometimes due to the authors of these systems coming out of
different fields), and it is not always clear what separates the systems. The
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ability to clearly reason about and compare these policies in a unified way, both
formally and informally, is one of the contributions of this thesis.
Since the underlying mathematics of the framework is based on set theory, normal
set operations become meaningful when applied to access permission sets. For
example, for two objects A and B with total permission sets TA and TB , TA ∩ TB
defines which objects may be referenced by both objects, TA \ TB defines the
objects that are accessible by A but not B, etc. This close connection to simple,
well-known mathematics makes reasoning in the framework intuitive, and allows
the framework to be easily extended with new operations on permission sets.
The aim of Chapter 4, where the framework is formalised, is to develop a common
platform that can be used to implement new and existing systems and formally
reason about and compare them in a dynamic fashion. LAPS provides such a
platform, and to implement another system, the only necessary middle step is to
provide a translation. As the examples in Chapter 5 show, these translations
are straightforward as long as the aliasing policies of the source language can be
modelled with access permission sets.
The initial formulation of the framework (that only uses one kind of permission
token) is enough to (at least) model encapsulation techniques such as Ownership
types, Ownership domains and Universe types (sans read-only references). Modeling Immutability, read-only references and Uniqueness types requires extending
the framework with read permission tokens and once-tokens.

6.1.2

Permission Tokens vs. Capabilities

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the intention of finding a set of basic mechanisms
for expressing existing policies in a unified way is something this thesis shares
with Capabilities for Sharing by Boyland et al. [6]. Their main mechanism
is capabilities, which are basically references with a collection of access rights
stating which operations are allowed through the reference. A read-only reference
is modelled by a capability that does not have write permission, etc.
The main difference between capabilities and access permission tokens is that
the latter focuses on the permissions of objects rather than the permissions of
references. An object possessing a permission token generally grants the same
permissions to all its fields and local method variables. Storing tokens in sets
also presents a simple way to reason about access to groups of objects. There is
however no simple way of controlling the permission of a single reference from
an object in the current framework.
This focus on objects is beneficial when implementing encapsulation techniques,
like ownership types, since encapsulation naturally concerns limiting the interaction between certain objects (rather than limiting the access of single references).
Reasoning about properties like uniqueness falls out more naturally with a
focus on references, since uniqueness is about limiting the number of existing
references to an object (rather than limiting the access of a group of objects).
When modeling a property like uniqueness with capabilities, a capability must
assert its exclusive rights to the object (see Section 2.3.1), which includes the
side-effect of removing access rights of other (non-local) capabilities [6].
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The ambition of LAPS is to be able to properly model uniqueness using the
access permission set-framework (as has been informally outlined in Chapter 3),
without the need for non-local effects. Reasoning about single references will
however still be more natural using capabilities as long as the focus of access
permission sets is kept on the object level. The two approaches can hopefully
complement each other and offer different focuses on the same kinds of systems.

6.1.3

Another Interpretation of Permission

As the system is formulated in this thesis, access permission is the right to hold
a reference to a particular object in ones fields. The intuitive invariant is that
all objects (and stack frames) must always possess the corresponding permission
tokens of all their referenced objects. Removing permission tokens and unlinking
sets can potentially cause any object or stack frame (not just the ones local to
the operation) in the system to break the invariant.
After removing a token or link, all objects and stack frames must be investigated
in order to ensure well-formedness. This is handled in the semantics by using
the checkP ermissions-function in the premise conditions. While this premise
condition is theoretically correct and does help to capture errors during run-time,
it would be very expensive to implement. Also, the function is not very helpful
for static reasoning about an event, since it basically says “The permissions
of the resulting state are correct if the permissions of the resulting state are
correct”.
One of the insights of Boyland’s work on Alias burying [4] is that an alias is
harmless as long as it is never used. An object could in some sense be seen as
effectively un-aliased if only one reference to the object is ever used in the rest
of the program. A similar approach could be taken to formulate an alternative
interpretation of access permission: an object may not dereference a reference
containing an object that it does not possess the permission token of. The
difference from before is that an object may keep a reference to an object whose
permission token it has lost, as long as it is never used.
Using this interpretation, there would be no need for the checkP ermissionsfunction, as the operation of removing a permission token or link could never
break the invariant directly. Instead, the permission violation would be detected
when the un-permitted reference is used. This would reduce the non-local
reasoning of the system, and the resulting framework could possibly be used
to reason about non-monotonic permission systems at a more fine-grained level
than the original system. The cost is that the is framework becomes less intuitive,
since the fields of an object is no longer necessarily a subset of its total permission
set.
The implications of the two different interpretations of access permission must
be examined closer before it is possible to draw any conclusions on which method
(if any) is more useful.
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Limitations of the Framework

As can be seen in the examples of Chapter 5, the syntactic overhead of some
translated constructs can be quite high. This is hard to avoid in a system that
allows detailed control of its mechanisms. Performing more translations will
hopefully identify some common patterns that can be used to introduce more
concise operation constructs (without losing the detailed control offered by the
current system).
There are other common language constructs that are not present in the current
semantics, such as arrays, types and exception handling, that might be useful
for some applications. However, depending on what properties one is interested
in examining, it is not certain that the framework needs all of these constructs.
For example, if one is only interested in how the structure of the heap evolves,
the types of the different objects are probably not that interesting. One should
also take care not to clutter the semantics with constructs that are unimportant
for its purpose.

6.2

Future Work

There are still a lot of interesting things to explore in this framework. To start
with, there are several concepts that are only presented informally in this thesis
that deserves to be formalised and incorporated in the syntax and semantics of
the language. Translating many different systems into LAPS will broaden our
understanding of the framework, as well as suggest extensions.

6.2.1

Generalisation of Permission Tokens

A possible generalisation of permission tokens is to let each token define a list of
effects that it grants permission to perform (for example t(read, write)). By also
annotating methods with effects, the allowed method calls could be defined by
the permission tokens of the caller. Pure methods (methods with no side-effects)
would be annotated only with read. Calling a pure method of an object x would
thus require the token x(read). Regular methods with side-effects would be
annotated with write, requiring a token with the write effect.
The formal separation of access permission tokens into read and write tokens
was briefly touched upon in Section 5.1.3. Methods were however left out of the
discussion. A generalisation like this would solve the problem of modeling pure
method calls in universe types.
Another interesting refinement would be to parameterise these effects over object
IDs, giving even finer control of the allowed accesses between objects. One could
then separate reference permission from read and write permission to explicitly
model situations where an object is not allowed to reference and mutate another
object directly, but is allowed to call a method that mutates the object (for
example when calling the interface of an encapsulated module). In the current
framework, access to an object means being able to call all of the methods of
that object.
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Once-tokens

Uniqueness can be partially implemented with access permission sets by making
sure that only one object has access to the permission token of the unique object.
To prevent aliasing from within the referencing object, Section 3.2.2 proposes
using a once-token that gives permission to hold at most one reference to an
object, but it does not specify the semantics of such a token. While their intuitive
function is quite clear, it is not obvious how to implement them.
A naïve solution for checking if a once-token may be used to assign a field x.f
to an object id would be to use a premise condition along the lines of
idonce ∈ totalP ermissions(S(x)) ∧ ¬∃v ∈ rng(f ields(S(x))) . v = id
i.e “x has access to the once-token of the object, and there is no field in x
that already references id” (having access to the normal permission token of
id would override this restriction). Having just discussed the bluntness of
checkP ermissions, it would probably be more useful with a solution that does
not include counting the occurrences of a field value.
Another solution would be to somehow consume the once-token when the reference is created, perhaps leaving behind another kind of token that allows keeping
the reference but not creating new ones. Other questions that need addressing
are what happens if more than one object have access to the same once-token, or
if an object has access to more than one instance of the same once-token. Once
the semantics are clear, a straightforward generalisation should be implementing
N -tokens that give permission to reference an object N times (modeling the
concept of a limited resource).
To transfer unique references between objects, the framework needs an atomic
operation to move a permission token from one permission set to another, at the
same time as the value is transferred between fields. The operation could have
the form y.f := move(x.u, p, q), with the effect that the field f in y is assigned
the value of x.u and x.u is nullified at the same time as the permission token of
the value is moved from permission set p to permission set q. This operation (or
an alternative solution for atomic token transfer) also needs to be formalised,
preferably without having to resort to non-local permission reasoning.

6.2.3

Borrowing Access Permissions

Something that has not been explored closely in this thesis are the possibilities
passing permission sets to stack frames in method calls. Since a stack frame
already has the same permissions as the this-object of the method being executed,
a permission set passed to a method contains any additional permission tokens the
stack frame needs. It could for example contain permission tokens of borrowed
objects that may be aliased dynamically but not statically (i.e. that may be
assigned to a stack variable but not saved in a field of the this-object).
Permission sets are sometimes also used to represent more abstract concepts,
like owners or universes. An application that should be pretty straightforward is
the implementation of owner-polymorphic methods in systems using ownership
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types. The idea of owner-polymorphism is that methods can be parameterised
with formal owners, much like the classes in Section 5.1.2. Passing an owner to
a method would simply translate to passing the permission set representing that
owner to the stack frame. Having a handle to the permission set of an owner is
enough to perform any operations concerning that owner.

6.2.4

Further Translations and Implementations

For each system being translated into LAPS, its aliasing policies must first be
expressed in terms of access permission sets. This will drive the development of
the mechanisms of the framework, the same way as immutability and uniqueness
constructs suggested extending the system with new kinds of tokens. Chapter 5
shows how translations can be performed and gives anecdotal evidence that the
actual translation is quite straightforward. It also provides translations of the
key parts of some existing proposals, from which it should be relatively easy to
extract the remainder of each system.
By performing a more detailed translation of some formal system, it should
be possible to use LAPS to check if programs in the source language preserve
certain access permission properties. If it can be shown that parallel execution
of a program and its translation results in equivalent heaps, Theorem 2 (of
Section 4.3) gives that the source program is correct (with respect to access
permission) if and only if the translated program reaches a final configuration.
Translating existing systems can also give additional insights on the access
permission set-framework. The current framework is purely dynamic, meaning
that a program must be executed in order to discover any permission violations or
other errors. Translating several systems that offer static guarantees (ownership
types, universe types, uniqueness types etc.) could perhaps give a lead on how a
static system using permission sets could be formulated.

6.2.5

Modeling Access Permission and Multiple Threads

One of the goals of LAPS is to be able to reason about permission and aliasing
in a multi-threaded setting. This thesis lays the groundwork by developing a
sequential model, but the same principles should be applicable for a parallel
model: By giving individual threads primary permission sets, just like objects
and stack frames, the framework could model data sharing between threads in
a fine-grained fashion. Of course, a suitable semantics for parallel execution is
needed, as well as some syntactical way to allow permission handling on a thread
level.
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6.3
6.3.1

6.3. EVALUATION OF METHODS

Evaluation of Methods
Literature Survey

The initial reading covered the basics of type systems, formal semantics and proofs
concerning these. The material was taken both from books (e.g. [16]) and tutoriallike articles (e.g. [7]). During the development of the formal semantics, these
sources were also used as reference material. Any uncertainties were either read
up on using other sources or discussed with the thesis advisor. The first time was
also spent reading up on some of the current work of the programming language
research group within UPMARC (http://www.it.uu.se/research/upmarc).
The introductory reading was important for the understanding of articles concerning alias control techniques. The formal parts of this material also gave good
insight on the formal treatment of programming languages and how semantics
can be formulated. There was a heavier focus towards ownership type-systems
than other systems since the original idea of the access permission set-model
sprung from an alternative view of ownership. Focusing on first understanding
one kind of encapsulation technique gave good a point of reference when reading
about other systems.
Not many articles with work similar to this thesis was found (Capabilities for
sharing [6] being a notable exception). Towards a model of encapsulation [15]
shares some of the intentions of this thesis in that it tries to generalise concepts
of access control. It does not, however, separate the mechanisms of access
control from the policies they implement, like this thesis does. Two articles
with promising titles were found; A Fundamental Permission Interpretation for
Ownership Types by Zhao and Boyland [18], and Permission-Based Ownership
Encapsulating State in Higher-Order Typed Languages by Krishnaswami and
Aldrich [12].
The former builds on Capabilities for Sharing [6], and defines a permission as
a capability (see Section 2.3.1) that may not be copied. These permissions
can be nested so that access to the inner permission is granted via access to
the outer permission, and this is used to model ownership types. The second
article is an extension of Ownership Domains [1], using a functional setting to
relate ownership domains to type theory, and combine it with concepts such as
first-class functions and abstract data types. A permission token as presented in
this thesis is not the same as either of the notions of permission the two articles.

6.3.2

Development

The rough intuition of the access permission set-model was formulated quite
early in the course of this work and has not changed notably, although there
were many subtle details to consider along the way. While reading about
different techniques for alias control, informal reasoning using permission sets
helped the understanding of the studied material, as well as the workings and
required properties of the permission set-framework. For example, reasoning
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about immutability and Uniqueness types revealed the need for other kinds of
permission tokens (read tokens and once-tokens).
The formal semantics have been developed in an iterative fashion, and the
development has also functioned as a learning ground for reasoning about languages with formal semantics. After each iteration, the usefulness of the syntax,
complexity of evaluation rules and overall ease of reasoning were informally
evaluated. In the next iteration, everything was rebuilt from scratch (including
the syntax, meta-types and semantics), keeping the working parts of the last
iteration and redeveloping the weaker parts.
One method of continuously evaluating the system being developed was to write
about each concept in a tutorial-like fashion while making design choices. When
some detail could not be properly explained, or when the explanation was overly
complex, it was a sign that redesign was in order. Writing about the semantics
early on also gave hints on which new features the framework needed and which
existing details had been handled too briefly.
The closer the formal semantics came to being fully developed, the more detailed
reasoning about implementing other systems was possible. This gave additional
opportunities to evaluate the framework. Performing the translations and
reasoning formally about access permission sets was also important for motivating
that the intuitive idea of the framework was correct and actually useful.
There were plans to write a program interpreter in Haskell. The interpreter
would basically be an interactive version of the semantics that could be used to
execute programs and check that they behaved correctly. It could also be used
to develop implementations by checking the total permission sets of objects after
performing some sequence of operations. The reason that the interpreter was
never written was partly lack of time, and partly that most implementations
were already simple enough to understand without automatic evaluation.
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Conclusion
This thesis presents a general framework for modeling access control techniques
in object-oriented languages. For each object, it associates a permission token
that grants permission to reference and use that object. Sets of these tokens are
used to reason about access to groups of objects, and links between these sets
are used to model permission propagation. The tokens of the union of the sets
accessible to an object define what that object may reference.
The framework is simple and intuitive and can be used to model a wide variety of
techniques for alias control and prevention, such as ownership types, ownership
domains, immutability, universe types, uniqueness types and external uniqueness.
Even informally, it can help give an intuitive understanding of these techniques.
The framework also defines LAPS, a small object-oriented programming language,
complete with formal semantics, that uses access permission sets to dynamically
specify and enforce access control policies.
LAPS is not to be seen as a user-lever programming language, but rather
as a theoretical tool that can be used as a common platform for expressing,
comparing and unifying new and existing systems and techniques (as is shown by
the translations of Chapter 5). It does not aim to provide static guarantees, but
can be used as a reference-point to check the aliasing properties of a program
written in another language. See Section 6.1.1 for a more detailed recount of the
contribution of this thesis.
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Appendix A

Error States
This section presents the evaluation rules of the operational semantics of LAPS
that result in one of the error states presented in Section 4.2.4. The error states
are reached when some premise condition of the “regular” evaluation rules of
Section 4.2 does not hold.
These evaluation rules also define an order of priority between different errors.
For example, if an object tries to assign an unpermitted object to a non-existing
field, the resulting configuration is fieldError rather than PermissionError
(an undefined field name is an error of higher priority than breaking permissions).
The error states are configurations on the form h∅; ∅; ∅; ; ErrorNamei. They do
not contain any information about previous states and are trivially well-formed.
ClassError
The resulting configuration when creating an instance of an undefined class.
c 6∈ C
hO; P ; L; S; new(c, p, q)i → ClassError

(classError-new)

VarError
The resulting configuration when reading a non-existing variable (i.e. a variable
that has not been assigned to in the current stack frame).
x 6∈ vars(S)
hO; P ; L; S; xi → VarError

(varError-var)

x 6∈ vars(S)
hO; P ; L; S; x.f i → VarError

(varError-field)

x 6∈ vars(S)
hO; P ; L; S; x.ρi → VarError

(varError-setField)

x 6∈ vars(S) ∨ y 6∈ vars(S)
hO; P ; L; S; x.f := yi → VarError
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x 6∈ vars(S)
hO; P ; L; S; x.m(v, p, q)i → VarError

(varError-method)

NullError
The resulting configuration when dereferencing a variable with the value null.
x ∈ vars(S)
S(x) = null
hO; P ; L; S; x.f i → NullError

(nullError-field)

x ∈ vars(S)
S(x) = null
hO; P ; L; S; x.ρi → NullError

(nullError-setField)

v = null
hO; P ; L; S; t := token(v)i → NullError

(nullError-extractToken)

x ∈ vars(S)
y ∈ vars(S)
S(x) = null
hO; P ; L; S; x.f := yi → NullError
x ∈ vars(S)
S(x) = null
hO; P ; L; S; x.m(v, p, q)i → VarError

(nullError-fieldAssign)

(nullError-method)

FieldError
The resulting configuration when reading a non-existing field name.
x ∈ vars(S)
S(x) 6= null
S(x) ∈ dom(O)
f 6∈ f ieldN ames(class(S(x)))
hO; P ; L; S; x.f i → FieldError
x ∈ vars(S)
S(x) 6= null
S(x) ∈ dom(O)
y ∈ vars(S)
f 6∈ f ieldN ames(class(S(x)))
hO; P ; L; S; x.f := yi → FieldError

(fieldError-field)

(fieldError-fieldAssign)

TokenError
The resulting configuration when reading a non-existing permission token handle.
t 6∈ tokenHandles(S)
hO; P ; L; S; addPerm(t, p)i → TokenError
t 6∈ tokenHandles(S)
hO; P ; L; S; remPerm(t, p)i → TokenError

(tokenError-addPermission)

(tokenError-removePermission)

SetError
The resulting configuration when reading a non-existing permission set handle
or trying to bind τ to a new permission set.
ρ 6∈ setHandles(S)
hO; P ; L; S; ρi → SetError

(setError-set)

x ∈ vars(S)
S(x) 6= null
S(x) ∈ dom(O)
ρ 6∈ setHandles(class(S(x)))
hO; P ; L; S; x.ρi → SetError
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ρ=τ
p 6∈ dom(P )
hO; P ; L; S; ρ := newSet()i → SetError

(setError-newSet)

MethodError
The resulting configuration when calling a non-existing method.
x ∈ vars(S)
S(x) = obj 6= null
obj ∈ dom(O)
m 6∈ dom(methods(class(obj)))
hO; P ; L; S; x.m(v, p, q)i → MethodError

(methodError)

ArgumentError
The resulting configuration when calling a method with a permission set list
whose length does not match the number of formal permission set arguments of
the method.
x ∈ vars(S)
S(x) = obj 6= null
obj ∈ dom(O)
m ∈ dom(methods(class(obj)))
|p| =
6 |ρ|
(methods(class(obj)))(m) = (ρ, s)
hO; P ; L; S; x.m(v, p, q)i → ArgumentError

(argumentError)

StackError
The resulting configuration when emptying the call stack.
pop(S) = 
hO; P ; L; S; return(v)i → StackError

(stackError)

PermissionError
The resulting configuration when an object or a stack frame breaks the permission
invariant (i.e. holds a reference to an object whose permission token it does
not possess). It is also the resulting configuration if a stack frame extracts the
permission token from an unpermitted object (e.g. via a field), since it would
otherwise mean it could use that token to give itself permissions it did not have
before.
v 6= null
v ∈ dom(O)
v 6∈ totalP ermissions(S)
hO; P ; L; S; t := token(v)i → PermissionError
v 6= null
v ∈ dom(O)
v 6∈ totalP ermissions(S)
hO; P ; L; S; x:= vi → PermissionError

x ∈ vars(S)
S(x) 6= null
S(x) ∈ dom(O)
y ∈ vars(S)
S(y) = id 6= null
id ∈ dom(O)
id 6∈ totalP ermissions(S(x))
hO; P ; L; S; x.f := yi → PermissionError
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x ∈ vars(S)
S(x) = id
id ∈ dom(O)
p ∈ dom(P )
q ∈ dom(P )
m ∈ dom(methods(class(id)))
|p| = |γ|
(methods(class(id)))(m) = (γ, s)
γ
7→ p},
S0 =
[S,
({arg
→
7
v,
this
→
7
id},
{τ
→
7
q,

 ∅)]
id 6∈ totalP ermissions(S 0 )


∨
(v 6= null ∧ v 6∈ totalP ermissions(S 0 ))
hO; P ; L; S; x.m(v, p, q)i → PermissionError

(permissionError-method)

S 0 = pop(S)
S 0 6= 
v=
6 null
v ∈ dom(O)
v 6∈ totalP ermissions(S 0 )
hO; P ; L; S; return(v)i → PermissionError

t ∈ tokenHandles(S)
p ∈ dom(P )
P 0 = P −p S(t)
¬checkP ermissions(O, P 0 , L, S)
hO; P ; L; S; remPerm(t, p)i → PermissionError

p ∈ dom(P )
q ∈ dom(P )
L0 = L − {(p, q)}
¬checkP ermissions(O, P, L0 , S)
hO; P ; L; S; unlink(p, q)i → PermissionError
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Appendix B

Full Proof of the Properties
of LAPS
This section presents the complete proofs sketched in Section 4.3. All proofs
assume the existence of a well-formed class table C.
Theorem 1: Progress
Execution of a program will never get stuck. In a well-formed configuration that
is not an error state, all unevaluated expressions and all statements except skip
can be evaluated one step, resulting in a configuration that is also well-formed. If
the new configuration is not an error state, the value of an evaluated expression
is null, or exists in the new domains of O or P .
Well-Formedness assumption: C ` hO; P ; L; Si

(∗)

(A)
∀hO; P ; L; S; expi . exp ∈ {e, ep } . exp 6= null =⇒

 hO; P ; L; S; expi → hO0 ; P 0 ; L0 ; S 0 ; exp0 i
0
0
0
0
0
C ` hO0 ; P 0 ; L0 ; S 0 i
∃hO ; P ; L ; S ; exp i .

exp0 6= null =⇒ exp0 ∈ dom(O0 ) ∨ exp0 ∈ dom(P 0 )
(B)
∀hO; P ; L; S; stati . stat ∈ {s, sp } . stat 6= skip =⇒

hO; P ; L; S; stati → hO0 ; P 0 ; L0 ; S 0 ; stat0 i
0
0
0
0
0
∃hO ; P ; L ; S ; stat i .
C ` hO0 ; P 0 ; L0 ; S 0 i
(A)
Proof by cases of exp:
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Case 1: ρ
Transition rule: (pexp-var)
Sub-case 1.1: Premise condition holds
The resulting state is hO; P ; L; S; S(ρ)i
C ` hO; P ; L; Si by (∗)
The evaluated value is S(ρ)
ρ ∈ setHandles(S) by the premise condition
S(ρ) ∈ dom(P ) by (∗)
Sub-case 1.2: Premise condition does not hold
The resulting state is SetError

Case 2: x.ρ
Transition rule: (pexp-field)
Sub-case 2.1:
The resulting state is hO; P ; L; S; O(S(x))(ρ)i
C ` hO; P ; L; Si by (∗)
The evaluated value is O(S(x))(ρ)
x ∈ vars(S) by premise conditions
S(x) ∈ dom(O) by premise conditions
ρ ∈ setHandles(class(S(x))) by premise conditions
O(S(x))(ρ) ∈ dom(P ) by (∗)
Sub-case 2.2: Premise conditions do not hold
The resulting state is VarError, NullError or SetError

Case 3: x
Transition rule: (exp-var)
Sub-case 3.1: Premise condition holds
Similar reasoning as Case 1, with the addition
S(x) 6= null =⇒ S(x) ∈ dom(O) by (∗)
Sub-case 3.2: Premise condition does not hold
The resulting state is VarError
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Case 4: x.f
Transition rule: (exp-field)
Sub-case 4.1: Premise condition holds
Similar reasoning as Case 2, with the addition
O(S(x))(f ) 6= null =⇒ O(S(x))(f ) ∈ dom(O) by (∗)
Sub-case 4.2: Premise conditions do not hold
The resulting state is VarError, NullError or FieldError

Case 5: new(c, p, q)
Transition rule: (exp-new)
Sub-case 5.1: Premise condition holds
The resulting state is hO0 ; P 0 ; L; S; idi where
O0 = O[id 7→ (c, {f 7→ null | f ∈ f ieldN ames(c)}, {setHandles(c) 7→ p})] and
P 0 = P +q id
P 0 is P with P (q) extended with id
q ∈ dom(P ) by premise conditions
O ` P by (∗) and id ∈ dom(O0 ) by construction gives O0 ` P 0
O0 is O extended with a new object id. No object references this object,
therefore only well-formedness of id needs to be shown:
P, L, C ` O by (∗)
c ∈ dom(C) by premise conditions
dom(f ields(id)) = f ieldN ames(c) by construction of fields
∀v ∈ rng(f ields(id)) . v = null by construction of fields
|p| = |setHandles(c)| by premise conditions gives
dom(sets(id)) = setHandles(c) by construction of permission sets
p ∈ dom(P ) by premise conditions
p ∈ dom(P ) =⇒ p ∈ dom(P 0 ) by construction of P 0
Therefore O, P 0 , L, C ` O0 (id)
P, L, C ` O ∧ O, P 0 , L, C ` O0 (id) =⇒ P 0 , L, C ` O0
P 0 ` L and O0 , P 0 , L ` S by (∗)
Therefore C ` hO0 ; P 0 ; L; Si
id ∈ dom(O0 ) by construction
Sub-case 5.2: Premise conditions do not hold
The resulting state is ClassError
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(B)
Proof by cases of stat:
Case 1: ρ := newSet()
Transition rule: (peval-newSet)
The resulting state is hO; P 0 ; L; S 0 ; skipi where
P 0 = P [p 7→ ∅] and S 0 = S[ρ 7→ p]
O ` P by (∗) and ∅ ⊆ dom(O) gives O ` P 0
O, P, L ` S by (∗) and p ∈ dom(P 0 ) gives O, P 0 , L ` S 0
P, L, C ` O and P ` L by (∗)
Therefore C ` hO; P 0 ; L; S 0 i

Case 2: t := token(v)
Transition rule: (pexp-field)
Sub-case 2.1: Premise conditions hold
The resulting state is hO; P ; L; S 0 ; skipi where
S 0 = S[t 7→ v]
v ∈ dom(O) by premise conditions
O, P, L ` S by (∗) and v ∈ dom(O) gives O, P, L ` S 0
P, L, C ` O, P ` L and O ` P by (∗)
Therefore C ` hO; P ; L; S 0 i
Sub-case 2.2: Premise conditions do not hold
The resulting state is NullError or PermissionError

Case 3: addPerm(t, p)
Transition rule: (peval-addPermission)
Sub-case 3.1: Premise conditions hold
The resulting state is hO; P 0 ; L; S; skipi where
P 0 = P +p S(t)
O ` P by (∗)
p ∈ dom(P ) by premise conditions
t ∈ tokenHandles(S) by premise conditions
S(t) ∈ {id | id ∈ dom(O)} by (∗)
(O ` P ∧ p ∈ dom(P ) ∧ S(t) ∈ {id; id ∈ dom(O)}) =⇒ O ` P 0
P, L, C ` O, P ` L and O, P, L ` S by (∗)
Therefore C ` hO; P 0 ; L; Si
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Sub-case 3.2: Premise conditions do not hold
The resulting state is TokenError

Case 4: remPerm(t, p)
Transition rule: (peval-removePermission)
Sub-case 4.1: Premise conditions hold
The resulting state is hO; P 0 ; L; S; skipi where
P 0 = P −p S(t)
O ` P by (∗)
p ∈ dom(P ) by premise conditions
t ∈ tokenHandles(S) by premise conditions
O ` P ∧ P 0 (p) ⊆ P (p) =⇒ O ` P 0
Removing a permission token could result in a state with invalid references,
but checkP ermissions(O, P 0 , L, S) by premise conditions, and
P, L, C ` O, P ` L and O, P, L ` S by (∗)
Therefore C ` hO; P 0 ; L; Si
Sub-case 4.2: Premise conditions do not hold
The resulting state is TokenError or PermissionError

Case 5: link(p, q)
Transition rule: (peval-linkSets)
The resulting state is hO; P ; L0 ; S; skipi where
L0 = L ∪ {(p, q)}
P ` L by (∗)
p, q ∈ dom(P ) by premise conditions
P ` L ∧ p, q ∈ dom(P ) =⇒ P ` L0
P, L, C ` O, O ` P and O, P, L ` S by (∗)
Therefore C ` hO; P ; L0 ; Si

Case 6: unlink(p, q)
Transition rule: (peval-unlinkSets)
Sub-case 6.1: Premise conditions hold
The resulting state is hO; P ; L0 ; S; skipi where
L0 = L − {(p, q)}
P ` L by (∗)
L0 ⊆ L by construction
P ` L ∧ L0 ⊆ L =⇒ P ` L0
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Removing a permission set link could result in a state with
invalid references, but
checkP ermissions(O, P, L0 , S) by premise conditions, and
P, L, C ` O, O ` P and O, P, L ` S by (∗)
Therefore C ` hO; P ; L0 ; Si
Sub-case 6.2: Premise conditions do not hold
The resulting state is PermissionError

Case 7: x:=v
Transition rule: (eval-varAssign)
Sub-case 7.1: Premise conditions hold
The resulting state is hO; P ; L; S 0 ; skipi where
S 0 = S[x 7→ v]
Premise conditions give
v 6= null =⇒ (v ∈ dom(O) ∧ v ∈ totalP ermissions(S))

(†)

O, P, L ` S by (∗)
O, P, L ` S ∧ (†) =⇒ O, P, L ` S 0
P, L, C ` O, O ` P and P ` L by (∗)
Therefore C ` hO; P ; L; S 0 i
Sub-case 7.2: Premise conditions do not hold
The resulting state is PermissionError

Case 8: x.f :=v
Transition rule: (eval-fieldAssign)
Sub-case 8.1: Premise conditions hold
The resulting state is hO0 ; P ; L; S; skipi where
O0 = O(S(x))[f 7→ v]
x ∈ vars(S), S(x) ∈ dom(O) and
f ∈ f ieldN ames(class(S(x))) by premise conditions
O0 is O with one field updated with the value v
Premise conditions give
v 6= null =⇒ (v ∈ dom(O) ∧ v ∈ totalP ermissions(S(x)))
P, L, C ` O ∧ (†) =⇒ P, L, C ` O

0

O ` P, P ` L and O, P, L ` S by (∗)
Therefore C ` hO0 ; P ; L; Si
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Sub-case 8.2: Premise conditions do not hold
The resulting state is VarError, NullError, FieldError or PermissionError

Case 9: x.m(v, p, q)
Transition rule: (eval-method)
Sub-case 9.1: Premise conditions hold
The resulting state is hO; P ; L; S 0 ; s0 i where
S 0 = [S, ({arg 7→ v, this 7→ S(x)}, {τ 7→ q, ρ 7→ p}, ∅)] and
(methods(class(S(x))))(m) = (ρ, s0 )
x ∈ vars(S) and S(x) ∈ dom(O) by premise conditions
m ∈ dom(methods(class(S(x)))) by premise conditions
O, P, L ` S by (∗)
Premise conditions give

S(x) = id, id ∈ dom(O) ∧ id ∈ totalP ermissions(S) 
v 6= null =⇒ (v ∈ dom(O) ∧ v ∈ totalP ermissions(S)
(†)

p, q ∈ dom(P )
O, P, L ` S ∧ (†) =⇒ O, P, L ` S 0
P, L, C ` O, O ` P and P ` L by (∗)
Therefore C ` hO; P ; L; S 0 i
Sub-case 9.2: Premise conditions do not hold
The resulting state is VarError, NullError, MethodError,
ArgumentError or PermissionError

Case 10: return(v)
Transition rule: (eval-return)
Sub-case 10.1: Premise conditions hold
The resulting state is hO; P ; L; S 0 ; skipi where
S 0 = (pop(S))[ret 7→ v]
pop(S) 6=  by premise conditions
O, P, L ` S by (∗)
Premise conditions give
v 6= null =⇒ (v ∈ dom(O) ∧ v ∈ totalP ermissions(S 0 ))
O, P, L ` S ∧ (†) =⇒ O, P, L ` S

0

P, L, C ` O, O ` P and P ` L by (∗)
Therefore C ` hO; P ; L; S 0 i
Sub-case 10.2: Premise conditions do not hold
The resulting state is StackError or PermissionError
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Case 11: if true then s1 else s2
Transition rule: (eval-if-true)
The resulting state is hO; P ; L; S; s1 i
C ` hO; P ; L; Si by (∗)

Case 12: if false then s1 else s2
Transition rule: (eval-if-false)
Similar reasoning to Case 11

Case 13: while b do s
Transition rule: (eval-while)
The resulting state is hO; P ; L; S; if b then (s;while b do s) else skipi
C ` hO; P ; L; Si by (∗)

Case 14: skip;s
Transition rule: (eval-sequencing)
The resulting state is hO; P ; L; S; si
C ` hO; P ; L; Si by (∗)

Case 15: s1 ;s2 ,

(s1 6= skip)

Transition rule: (eval-sequencing)
The resulting state is hO0 ; P 0 ; L0 ; S 0 ; s01 ;s2 i where
hO; P ; L; S; s1 i → hO0 ; P 0 ; L0 ; S 0 ; s01 i
C ` hO0 ; P 0 ; L0 ; S 0 i by cases 1-14

Corollary 1.1: Partial Correctness
A well-formed program will either end up in the final configuration, or in an
error state, assuming all loops and recursive functions terminate.

∗

confinit →

`C
hO; P ; L; S; skipi
C ` hO; P ; L; Si
∨
confinit →∗ ES

{ClassError, VarError, NullError, FieldError,
where ES ∈ TokenError, SetError, MethodError, ArgumentError,
StackError, PermissionError}
and →∗ is iterative application of evaluation rules
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APPENDIX B. FULL PROOF

Proof:
Induction over the evaluation rules using Theorem 1 as the induction hypothesis
gives that evaluation from any well-formed state will end up in a final configuration or an error state (using the assumption of termination). By proving the
that the initial configuration confinit is well-formed, the partial correctness of
any well-formed program is implied:

confinit = hO; P ; L; S; this.main(null, [], τ )i where
C ⊃ {T op 7→ (⊥, ∅, ∅, [τ ]), M ain 7→ (T op, ∅, MM ain , [τ ])}
MM ain = {main 7→ ([], s; return(null))}
O = {idmain 7→ (M ain, ∅, {τ 7→ pmain })}
P = {pmain 7→ {idmain }}
L=∅
S = [, ({this 7→ idmain }, {τ 7→ pmain }, ∅)]
Well-formedness of O :
O contains one object: idmain 7→ (M ain, ∅, {τ 7→ pmain })
M ain ∈ C by construction
dom(f ields(idmain )) = ∅ = f ieldN ames(M ain)
Since the fields of idmain are empty, their well-formedness conditions
trivially hold
dom(sets(idmain )) = {τ } = setHandles(M ain)
pmain ∈ dom(P )
P, L, C ` O
Well-formedness of P :
idmain is the only token in P
idmain ∈ dom(O)
O`P
Well-formedness of L :
L = ∅ =⇒ P ` L
Well-formedness of S :
|S| = 1,

top(S) = ({this 7→ idmain }, {τ 7→ pmain }, ∅)

this ∈ vars(S)
idmain ∈ dom(O)
τ ∈ setHandles(S)
pmain ∈ dom(P )
tokenHandles(S) = ∅, ∅ ⊆ {id | id ∈ dom(O)}
idmain ∈ reach(S(τ ))
O, P, L ` S
C ` confinit
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